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ABSTRACT

CREATING HIGH QUALITY MARRIAGES A

qualitative

STUDY OF RELIGIOUS COUPLES

jerry lyman redd
marriage family and human development program
school of family life

doctor of philosophy

this study is a qualitative analysis of in depth interviews with thirty two
couples who have been married for eight years although the couples in this
sample have similar religious economic and cultural backgrounds the

quality of each marriage is quite different

ten couples have exceptionally

high quality marriages eighteen have average quality marriages three are

struggling and one couple has been divorced the purpose of this study was
to better understand what the ten couples with high quality marriages are

doing to create successful relationships

1I

conclude that high quality

marriages are created by a couples participation in a particular process with a

specific paradigm that facilitates

a critical

characteristic

1I

also postulate that

girded by three guiding principles
under
high quality marriages are undergirder
undergirded
A

couples environment circumstance and parental role models

constitute the framework from which marital decisions spring but for the

respondents in this study contextual issues by themselves neither explained
nor were consistently associated with marital quality the ten couples with
the best marriages participate in a process of covenanting communicating

and complying to heartfelt marital obligations they tend to function most
consistently from an other centered paradigm and have the characteristic of
love as the trademark of their relationships high quality marriages are

governed by three principles they are mutually created require constant

nurturing and are dynamic

this process paradigm and characteristic constitute three important
dimensions of high quality marital relationships if both couples are making
choices from within this imaginary three dimensional sphere or realm the

result is a high quality marriage if one spouse makes choices from within this
imaginary sphere while the other spouse chooses options from outside the

resultant quality tends to be average when both spouses are consistent in
making choices outside this sphere it constitutes the foundation of a low

quality marriage
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CHAPTER

1

introduction
although marital quality has been one of the most widely studied topics
in family science spanier and lewis 1980 and is associated with numerous

aspects of our personal well
being coombs 1991 horwitz white and
wellbeing

howell white 1996 some family scientists consider the discovery of
productive and practical information about marriage an elusive goal and a
formidable task that have yet to be accomplished snyder 1982 nye 1988

glenn

1990

in his fifty year review of family research nye 1988

acknowledges a massive accumulation of marital data but questions its
usefulness in helping us understand why three in five married couples end
in divorce or have marital relationships that are unsatisfactory

nyes
ayes

observation is that our current knowledge of the marital phenomenon is not
as productive or useful as we might wish

and then adds it is a little ironic

that in recent decades while family research and teaching has been expanding
rapidly we have doubled our divorce rate p 312

the purpose of this study is to better understand the differences between
the high quality marriages and those of less quality and also describe in

practical terms what the couples with high quality marriages are doing to
create those kind of relationships

in the first chapter explain the significance of accessing marital
1I

information that is useful and define several terms considered critical to a
clear discussion of this topic

in chapter two my review of the literature

1I

survey significant issues associated with high quality marriages and propose
two different ways of looking at marital relationships

then specify the

1I

research question design sample and procedures for data collection in the
final two chapters describe the data analysis and explain the implications of
1I

these results for practice and research

the premise of this study is that the

proposed research design coupled with a particular perspective of marital
relationships will convey some practical information about how the couples
in this sample create high quality marital relationships as well as heighten

understanding about the nature of and governing principles associated with
high quality marriages in general

significance OF THIS STUDY
marital problems in the united states are multiplying considerably faster
than research and therapy can address them nye 1988

it is estimated that

between one half and two thirds of all first marriages will end in divorce and

about two thirds of these will occur before the tenth wedding anniversary

cherlin

1992

each year 35 million individuals

martin and bumpass 1989

35
3.5

consisting of an average of two adults and one child in the united states will

moorman
&
norton
be directly affected by divorce

1987

these statistics

are staggering and the financial burden imposed by this trend is enormous

but an even more serious concern is the human costs behind the numbers

although it is difficult to quantify the emotional and mental struggles
that follow in the wake of divorce it is well documented that marital

states
is
associated with higher than
the
in
among
couples
united
disruption

2

average rates of premature deaths accidental mortality acute and chronic
illness alcohol abuse psychiatric disorders depression schizophrenia
economic problems and social adjustment challenges larson swyers and

larson

1994

many divorced women struggle to rear families carry burdens

beyond their capacity and will typically experience a decrease in their

standard of living that ranges from

mclindon

1987

weiss 1984

17

to 73

during the first year of divorce

children of divorced parents also pay

a

particularly severe price marital disruption has been correlated with an
adverse effect on childrens relationships with their parents self esteem peer

relationships academic success behavioral adjustment and physical health

swyers
and larson 1994
larson

the negative consequences of

experiencing parental divorce during childhood such as self pity vengeance

despair anguish guilt loneliness fear distrust hurt hostility anger and

withdrawn behavior can linger well into adulthood wallerstein 1991

it

would be naive to assume that a single remedy could completely eliminate
the difficulties caused by divorce however it is reasonable to conjecture that
the discovery and dissemination of certain fundamental aspects of high

quality marriages could help slow it down or at least provide some shelter
from its effects

we need to be careful that focus on the negative effects of divorce does
not blind us to the adverse effects associated with intact but unhappy
marriages it has been reported that about one in seven couples who choose

not to divorce have relationships of quiet desperation they are unfulfilled
lonely and unhappy levinger 1976 boland and follingstad 1987 heaton

and albrecht 1991

booth and edwards 1989 explain that greater attention

needs to be paid to intact and seemingly enduring marriages that are in

3

reality unhappy

nearly every aspect of the family and marital relations

examined is adversely affected by living with unhappily married parents p
55

renne

unhappily married persons are

1971 echoes the same concept

more susceptible than are other married or divorced persons of the same sex
race and approximate age to physical and psychological health problems

p 338

A better perception of the nature of solid well functioning

marriages might be helpful to couples who are not plagued with an

impending divorce but who are unhappily mired in marital mediocrity

glenn and weaver

1981

reviewing data from six national surveys

a
seems
found that for all race and sex sub
marriage
happy
subpopulations
populations
168
virtually necessary for a high level of happiness p 161
161168

in other words

for most adults a good marriage is a more important requisite to happiness

than anything else including financial success prestige power and
educational achievements it is important to note that it is not simply being
married that impacts well
being rather it is the quality of the marriage
wellbeing

gove
good marriages have a strong positive effect on well
being
style and
wellbeing

hughes

1990 and have been consistently associated with less alcoholism

fewer suicides less schizophrenia fewer psychiatric problems greater

longevity and better physical health coombs 1991

the importance of

clearly understanding practical processes that contribute to the creation of

high quality marriages should be clear
because of the fundamental nature of marital happiness to personal and

being the information derived from this study should help a
societal well
wellbeing

wide audience therapists public school counselors family life educators

intervention agencies and religious educators could use information about
the nature fundamental features and practical processes of marital quality to

4

enhance their educational efforts state and governmental agencies could

profit by carefully considering this type of information prior to and during
the process of enacting laws that impact our society if policy makers were

more familiar with the core principles and fundamental realities of marital

quality perhaps the laws and policies they enact would more effectively tap
the roots of these issues rather than wasting money on trendy programs that

merely hack at the branches social scientists could use any of the

information extracted from this study as building blocks supplemental
information or new information to stimulate thinking and generate further
research

definitions
marital quality
in recent years the definition of marital quality has undergone several
changes glenn 1990 has been associated with a lack of conceptual clarity

lively

1996

hicks and plat 1970 burr

1973

spanier and cole 1976 and

has been characterized by considerable confusion and disagreement about

measurement glenn 1990 p 819

this study does not attempt to resolve

the disputes or create more widely accepted definitions however in view of

the conceptual confusion clarifying any ambiguities concerning the meaning

and usage of the term marital quality is deemed expedient marital quality
as defined herein represents a global evaluation of many dimensions of a

marital relationship such as marital happiness satisfaction and success
a

it is

couples subjective definition and assessment of their marital relationship

5

A high quality marriage would therefore be associated with a high degree of

marital satisfaction happiness and success lower levels of marital quality

would place a couples evaluation of their marital relationship at some point
on an imaginary continuum that falls away from the high end this definition

does not convey a fixed picture of discrete categories but is rather a

composite picture or amalgamation of different criteria
loza and booth 1992 explain that marital
Amo
in their analysis johnson amoloza
adoloza

quality has two general characteristics the first is a dyadic property that is

particular to each couples relationship consequently it is not something
that individuals carry over from one marriage to the next the second
characteristic of this phenomenon is its remarkable stability that rivals

personality characteristics in its consistency and seems unaffected by either
gender or marital duration they suggest that once a relationship is formed
the quality of that relationship does not fluctuate appreciably in response to

minor variations in the family work demands or other pressures hence

environmental pressures on the relationship would have to be substantial to
alter a couples marital quality

johnson Amo
loza and booth 1992 use the terms marital quality and
amoloza
adoloza
it

marital stability interchangeably and equate both to divorce proneness p

this study on the other hand posits a significant difference between the
term marital quality and the term marital stability according to lewis

586

and spanier 1979 norton 1983 and fincham and bradbury 1987 these
two terms are not the same furthermore research on marital quality and
stability has traditionally been separate and for the most part it remains so

glenn

1990

lewis and spanier

1979 define a stable marriage as one that is

terminated only by the natural death of a spouse

6

an unstable marriage is one

that is willfully terminated by one or both spouses hence marital stability
refers to the outcome and end of the marriage process marital quality on
the other hand functions as a descriptor of the marital process not its

outcome

processes

the

term process as used in this study refers to repeated sequences of

behavior in a marital relationship that contribute to a particular result some
of these behavioral sequences contribute to marital dysfunction others

contribute to marital happiness and success most processes however are so
routine and automatic that we are usually aware of only a small percentage of
them

to heighten our awareness of these processes

1989 propose a three level method of analysis

burr day and bahr

level processes deal with
1I

common sense day to day redundancies they may be as
patterns that are commonsense
simple as a two sequence pattern of behavior in which one spouse pushes for
more cooperation while the other withdraws a more complicated process

that contains five or six sequences before it repeats itself a process that
involves analogic or nonverbal sequences or perhaps a process that is a

combination of the above

level

11
II

meta level analysis that involves
processes are associated with metalevel

stepping back and looking at the whole system for example if a couple are
discussing possible solutions to specific marital disagreements they are
thinking on level

1I

if they start thinking about their ways of dealing with

11
II
to
levei
level
level
levei
next
disagreements in general they have shifted the

thinking this involves thinking about the group or system thinking about
rules that govern rules or changing general patterns of behavior
7

in this study processes are viewed as the behavioral building blocks of
marital relationships some of the processes in our marital repertoire weaken
marital satisfaction happiness and success while other processes tend to

strengthen our relationships the recognition and explication of these
building blocks are significant if not essential to therapeutic intervention
strategies as well as couples attempts to strengthen their own marital

relationships furthermore the recognition and understanding of significant
processes in a marital relationship have proven to be a very practical
functional and useable type of information for both the therapist and client

this study will not only attempt to identify significant processes in marital
relationships but also those representing all three of the different levels

paradigms
in the context of marriage paradigms would be considered to be
fundamental general enduring and framing assumptions or beliefs that are
developed about the nature and meaning of life reiss 1981

constantine

1986 explains that these fundamental beliefs are rarely explicit or conscious

unless they are temporarily forced to the surface to facilitate a major

transition or serious crisis consequently they are difficult to observe
directly and those who study marriage partners cannot easily access them

nonetheless an understanding of these paradigms is paramount to both an
accurate account of the marital experience as well as knowing how high

quality marriages are created

8

CHAPTER 2

literature

REVIEW

in this particular literature review attempt to focus on issues associated
1I

with high quality marriages in order to manage and make sense of this large
body of knowledge the literature reviewed is categorized under five general
issues
4

1

demographic and personality

sexuality and

5

2

communication

3

relationship

gender the contributions of these five categories to

what we know about high quality marriages are briefly summarized

AN OVERVIEW OF HIGH QUALITY MARITAL ISSUES

demographic and personality issues
several demographic and personality issues such as racial and cultural
homogamy economic adequacy religiosity religious homogamy age at
marriage the presence of children early childhood experiences and common
values and interests have been attested as significant correlates of marital

happiness

some of the earliest studies in family science have helped us understand
that certain personality characteristics are associated with marital happiness

bernard 1935 terman and buttenwieser 1935a winch 1939 burgess and

wallin 1953

characteristics like emotional stability self control

responsibility adaptability and tolerance are characteristics highly
9

correlated with happy marriages terman and buttenwieser 1935a kelly and

conley 1987 locke

1951

robinson and blanton

kimm
kimn
kirn
kim

martin and martin 1989 stinnette 1983

while irresponsibility lack of self control with

1993

moods sex and substance abuse impatience aggressiveness and
over
sensitivity are associated with unhappily married couples hatton 1959
oversensitivity

guze
and clayton
woodruff

1972

luckey

1964

macewen and barling

1993

racial and cultural homogamy seem to augment both a couples marital
satisfaction and perception similarity between couples miller 1971 barbar
peck
1951
and
roth

1937

studies have shown that the effects of

non
nonhomogamy
homogamy in these two areas can be moderated if the couples age
socioeconomic statues and education are similar biesanz and smith 1951

deal wampler and halverson 1992
empirical research in the 1960s supported the hypothesis that income is
an important positive correlate of marital stability blood and wolfe 1960

monahan 1962 levinger 1965

however recently it has been proposed that

income by itself has little effect of marital satisfaction
it

the variables of

economic adequacy and perceived satisfaction with income have been

shown to be more closely linked to marital success than traditionally

measured income education or occupational success brinkerhoff and

white

1978

clark nicolas and grey little

1991

religiosity has been found to be a significant positive correlate of marital
success and enduring marriages burchinal 1957 snider 1971 stinnette
1983 and it is a key sustaining factor in helping couples work through the

challenges and stresses of marriage fenell 1993 robinson and blanton 1993

10

religious homogamy has been associated with satisfaction adjustment and
reconciliation barbar 1937 wilson and filsinger 1986 wineberg 1994

those who marry young have higher rates of marital dissolution and
instability coombs and zumeta 1970 bumpass and sweet 1974 which do

not seem to diminish over time heaton albrecht and martin 1985
impact of children on a marriage is paradoxically interesting

the

on the one

hand their presence is associated with lower levels of spousal interaction

luckey and bain

adams

1970 dissatisfaction with finances

mclanahan and

1987 problems with the division of housework

white booth and

edwards 1986 and high dissolution rates luckey and bain 1970 kotter
1985 yet children are also associated with longer duration of marriage and a
lower probability of divorce houseknecht 1979 thornton 1977

exposure to adequate parental role models in early childhood has been
linked to higher levels of marital functioning and quality woodhouse 1930

popenoe and wicks 1937 lewis and spanier 1979

having common values

and interests is strongly related to marital success woodhouse 1936

schroeder 1939 particularly if spousal consensus exists in moral
religious
moralreligious
family home interests benson 19521955
values fenell 1993 and in familyhome

communication issues
several communication issues distinguish high quality marital
functional ones effective communication patterns
dysfunctional
relationships from dys

problem solving conflict management styles decision making patterns and

adequacy of role performance

happy couples use positive communication

patterns markman 1981 bolland and follingstad 1987 and tend to encode

11

and decode each others messages accurately roberts and krokoff 1990

gottman markman and Not
arious 1977 they also tend to express
notorious
notarious
significantly more love and support for each other than do couples in
functional relationships fiori and swenson 1977 black 1971
dysfunctional
dys

we also know that positive conflict management and problem solving are
skills associated with marital success stinette and sauer 1977 noller
feeney bonnell and callan 1994

couples who are content with their

relationships are more likely to let their partners know about grievances
discuss issues together and use positive conflict resolution strategies over
time noller feeney bonnell and callan 1994

couples with less

satisfaction are more likely to be more coercive when dealing with conflict
have demanding or withdrawing interactions and are more likely to end up

gottman
gottman
1989
1979
hurt and angry
and krokoff
rim

1991

kurdek 1995
egalitarian decision making is also associated with greater marital
satisfaction woodhouse 1931

happily married couples tend to have

similar objectives make mutual decisions

lu

1952 share financial decision

making schaninger and buss 1986 and employ democratic decision
making techniques sporakowski and marshall 1985

A final

communication issue is adequacy of role performance to expectation in
several studies researchers have found that as the gap between role

expectation and role performance widens marital happiness decreases laws
1971

chadwick albrecht and kunz 1976

marital happiness seems to

depend more on meeting a spouses role expectations than achieving an ideal
standard ort 1950 burr 19671973 tharp 1963 bowen 1991

12

social relationship issues

relationship issues that have been significantly correlated with marital
quality are emotional attentiveness positive regard intimacy commitment to

spouse and marriage companionship and use of discretionary or leisure
time several scholars have argued that attending to fundamental primary

emotions referred to in this study as emotional attentiveness is a critical

precursor to facilitating change and a fundamental aspect of most successful
marriages fincham and

oleary

1983 yogev and brett 1985

intimacy

shared in reciprocal although not necessarily symmetrical relationships
helps couples progress through developmental stages erikson 1963
solidifies friendships fisher and stricker 1982 and facilitates marital

happiness schaefer and olson 1981

commitment to the spouse and to the institution of marriage seem to be
the most salient reasons why both happy and unhappy couples stay together

lauer and lauer

1986

A couples commitment influences almost every

other aspect of their marital relationship fenell 1993 blanton and robinson
1993

the lack of commitment consequently

marital dysfunction coombs et al 1970

is highly correlated with

several scholars have shown that

companionship and how couples use their discretionary or leisure time is

important to a strong marriage scheer and snyder 1984
1988

monsma
and
trull

conversely time spent either in individual activities or with others if

the spouse is absent has been significantly correlated with marital distress

monsma
1988
and
smith snyder trull

lionato
lionate
what then invites compar
companionate
combar

activities and a healthy patterns of marital interaction white 1983 argues

that it is not a matter of being free from the time constraints of work and

children but the quality of the marriage itself
13

sexuality issues
several different sexuality issues are critical to high quality marital
relationships sexual satisfaction both with quality and with frequency

premarital conception nonmarital cohabitation sexual adjustment and
premarital sexual activity it has been proposed that in high quality
marriages wives sexual satisfaction increases with the duration of marriage

mark
clark
dark and wallin

1965 even

though sexual frequency drops substantially

after the second year of marriage greenblat 1983 blumstein and schwartz
1983

in some marriages this reduction signals a problem and thus creates

marital dysfunction in more satisfied marriages couples tend to value the

quality of sexual intercourse but consider frequency to be less important

doddridge schumm and bergen 1987
research indicates that women who have premarital pregnancies and
births are more likely to divorce bumpass and sweet 1972 teachman 1983

they are also more likely to have associated financial and educational
disadvantages that are not overcome with time coombs freedman

pratt
1970 mccarthy and menkin 1979
friedman and
in the united states cohabitation among young couples is an
increasingly common aspect of the mate selection process and a precursor to
marriage macklin 1972 manning 1993 nock 1995

in fact a majority of

marriages since 1985 began as cohabitation bumpass and sweet 1989

despite the widespread acceptance of this practice as a testing ground for
marriage several scholars indicated that the marriages of those who cohabit
are less stable and less satisfactory and have significantly higher marital

dissolution rates than those in which the couples did not cohabit bennett
blanc and bloom 1988 teachman thomas and paasch 1991 demaris and
14

leslie 1984

an explanation of this paradox is that those who cohabit are

more accepting of divorce and are less committed to marriage both and

johnson 1988 bennett blanc and bloom 1988 have unconventional
lifestyles schoen and weinick 1993 develop values that make divorce an

acceptable solution to problems axinn and thornton 1992 and develop

qualitatively different types of relationships both within and beyond the
immediate dyad nock 1995

those who report extensive premarital sexual

activity also report extensive extramarital sexual activity after marriage

which correlates with less happy marriages athanasiou and sarkin 1974

gender issues
gender issues relevant to marital quality are mothers and wives
employment the division of housework husband wife helping relationships
and physical aggression and abuse some have suggested that women who
work outside the home have less marital interaction kingston and nock
1987 more marital instability booth johnson

white and edwards 1984

and greater family conflict galambos and silbereisen 1989 than women who
do not work others argue that these findings exist only if there are children
in the home houseknecht and mack 1989 if a wifes
cifes employment is forced
by financial necessity orden and bradburn 1969 or if the husband

disapproves of his wifes
cifes employment gianopulos and mitchell 1957

the

impact of employment on the quality of marital relationships among dual
income couples seems to be mediated by several functions the husbands

sharing of chores that have traditionally been done by women eg cooking

laundry changing diapers etc

benin and agostinelli 1988 and the couples

subjective perceptions of fairness

yogev and brett 1985
15

A PATTERN IN MARITAL QUALITY RESEARCH

As we look at research on marital quality a fairly consistent pattern

emerges early studies on marital issues identified ground breaking and
significant correlates characteristics and variables that are associated with the

marriage phenomenon later studies found information that would
occasionally contradict raise questions about or stimulate further research

regarding the first wave of information some of the most recent studies in

addition to providing information on recent trends and changes have
attempted to explain these apparent contradictions and add to our

understanding of this phenomenon
A good example of this pattern is found in our thinking about the impact

of financial income on marital quality empirical research in the 1950s and
1960s generally supported the hypothesis that socioeconomic issues such as

family income education and occupational prestige were significant

correlates of marital satisfaction goode 1951 williamson 1952 blood and
zond
zord 1970
wolfe 1960 Scan
scanzoni

later studies using different methodologies

detected little or no relationship between objective levels of income or
occupational prestige and marital quality galigan and bahr 1978 glenn and

weaver 1978 mancini 1989

recent studies have suggested that perceived

satisfaction and economic adequacy more so than traditionally measured
income are the variables most closely linked with marital quality clark

grey
and
nicolas
little 1991

16

early in this century the presence of children was associated with lower
spousal interaction increased financial burdens complications with the
division of housework and general declines in marital quality hicks and

platt 1970 spanier lewis and cole 1975

in a later study of 19000 subjects

from the national longitudinal survey waite haggstrom and kanouse
1985 found

that children can actually have positive and stabilizing effect on

1985
and
age
researchers found that children
manader
maneder
marriage
rankin
marri
1I

increase the duration of marriage and hill 1988 discovered that children
may even decrease the probability of divorce

another example of this pattern has to do with the evolution of our
thinking about religiosity

studies have shown that the practice of

participation in or affiliation with a religious faith increases marital success
greene 1955 burchinal 1957 dyer and luckey 1961 stinette and sauer
1977

mackinnon and franken 1984

later studies however indicate that

religiosity neither improves marital relationships nor helps decrease the
conflicts and problems commonly thought to cause marital disruption

aldous

1983

dantonio

1983

hargrove 1983

explanations of this

some
conflict
have
been
diverse
have concluded that religious
apparent
institutions are not yet providing family support and nurturing to adequately
meet the challenges of contemporary life booth johnson branaman and
sica 1995 p 670

others explained that the impact and effects of religiosity

operate through intervening variables therefore a religious belief or a
change in religiosity that does not impact one of these variables emotional
intimacy time spent together ability to cope appreciation commitment

communication effectiveness etc might not have a measurable effect on
marital satisfaction hatch james and schumm 1986
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in other words

religiosity by itself might not actually benefit or influence a marriage or
family unless ones religious experience is strong enough to influence some of

these key intervening variables

abbott berry and meredith

1990 found evidence to

support the

abie
able effect but argued that the positive impact was a result
variable
vari
intervening varl
of other benefits provided by religious organizations such as social support

systems enjoyable activities supportive education in values attitudes and

behaviors welfare services and encouragement to believe in and seek
assistance from god still others propose that religiosity does have a

profound impact on marital quality by helping couples work through the
challenges and stress of marriage fenell 1993 robinson and blanton 1993

this research pattern although very general provides several relevant
insights first it establishes the importance of these early studies as

benchmarks to which we can compare and contrast more recent findings A
knowledge of these preliminary results directs our orientation enhances the
efficiency of our research and strengthens our ability to isolate and fine tune

our understanding of the most significant variables second this pattern
highlights the utility of looking at the same phenomenon from a different
perspective or using a new methodology it would seem that our pursuit to

better understand a phenomenon and our attempts to access valid
information would only be enhanced by properly applying different methods
and perspectives
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FOUR TYPES OF MARITAL RESEARCH

within the marital quality literature there seem to be four general types
of research

type

1

quantitative studies that produce fixed or static variables

about marriage type

2

quantitative studies that initiate information about

processes type 3 qualitative studies that engender information about fixed

and static variables and type 4 qualitative studies that generate information
about marital processes

type 1 research on marital quality is by far the most common and
perhaps depending on the data source the most time efficient method most
of the marital information we have about demographic sexuality and gender

issues comes to us from quantitative studies that help us understand how

different correlates characteristics and variables such as personality traits

interests values religious preference financial income premarital
conception length of courtship age at marriage number of children and
sexual intercourse frequency relate to the marriage phenomenon these

types of studies help us understand fixed predictable and predominantly

an example

individualistic aspects of marriage which can be very insightful

is blumstein and schwartza
schwartzs 1983 analysis of 12000 married and cohabiting

relationships they identified nine predictors of marital dissolution
concluding that relationship difficulties were caused by
communication

2 a

1

ineffective

lack of respect for differences and 3 a resistance to

change researchers in several other projects found that as the gap between
role expectation and role performance increases marital happiness decreases
a
critical blend of two important
is
with
associated
satisfaction
marital
higher

issues

1

conformity to role expectations which has the strongest tie to

marital satisfaction chadwick albrecht and kunz 1976 and
19

2

adequacy

of role performance laws 1971 the male role being critically important

platt
1970
and
hicks

in other words the more the behavior in marriage is

consistent with a couples ideals and goals the greater the probability that
their marriage is effective this information is very helpful as we attempt to

better understand what marriage is like

type 2 research consists of quantitative studies that acquire insights
about significant marital processes much of the information we have about
marital communication issues comes from this approach if a quantitative

study found that perceived commitment of ones spouse was a dominant
factor in stable marriages it would demonstrate

type 1 research in contrast

type 2 research helps us understand how these obligations are produced
how spouses formulate their images of one an
or
the
commitment
anothers
others

nature of the obligations in a marriage invariably accessing information
about significant processes helps us better understand how a particular
1
while
type
functions
research addresses the question what is
phenomenon

it like

gortmans
A classic example of type 2 research is gottmans
Gott mans work with and

description of the processes by which couples resolve problems and manage
conflict gottman 1994 gottman and levenson 1992 gottman and krokoff
1989

gottman

1991

this type of information is exciting because it tends to

gottman
be very practical yet powerful in its predictive reliability
5

1991 p

claims that an accurate analysis of the conflict management processes used

by marital partners has an amazing strength of prediction

this means that if we wanted to predict marital separation
one
our
data we would
years
later using
four
time
correctly classify about 90

of the couples as separated or

not separated these are extremely powerful results
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about as strong as those studies that link blood cholesterol
with cardiovascular disease

type 3 research is found less frequently in literature on marriage because
the qualitative approach

1

is labor and time intensive

2

requires the

analyst to master a rich array of data and 3 limits the sample size boss

doherty larossa schumm and steinmetz 1993

however the information

derived from this type of research yields a particular view of the
phenomenon that is unique and often inaccessible to other approaches
1
research considers specific variables related to marital
type
whereas

quality type

3

research is able to capture the interrelationships and

dynamics among these variables most of the information we have about
social relationship issues in marriage

ie emotional attentiveness intimacy

commitment and companionship comes from this type of approach many
of the qualitative studies of enduring marriages have engendered this type of

information lauer and lauer 1986 robinson and blanton 1993 and stinett
et al 1982 have identified key characteristics of enduring marriages

intimacy commitment communication religious orientation time together

and flexibility as well as delineated possible interrelationships between these
characteristics qualitative research also lends itself well to accessing

information about private subjective and sometimes unpredictable aspects
term effects of divorce on
of marriage Waller
wallersteins
longterm
steins 1991 work with the long

children demonstrates this and kotlers 1985 analysis of sixty couples
interviews showed that low levels of marital quality were associated with a

rigid division of duties and responsibilities little regard for a spouses
changing needs separate leisure pursuits and an ensuing emotional

detachment
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type 4 research comes from qualitative studies that identify processes
within a phenomenon this methodology merges the strengths of the
qualitative approach with the functionality of a focus on process

consequently the type of information derived from this approach effectively
accesses private realms of a phenomenon and has the potential to be very

practical much of this type of research is represented by case studies such as

napier and whitakers

1978

family crucible hess and handels

1959

puzzle
paul
pauls
1986
A
which unlike a
and
and
marital
family worlds
statistical approach assumes that an intensive examination of a single case can

accurately portray a phenomenological reality that can benefit both married

couples and other therapists these studies illuminate significant processes of

both the therapist and client other examples that are more oriented to a
specific phenomenon are cowan and cowans 1992 landmark ten year study

partners
parents
Snare ys 1993 how fathers care for
become
and john snareys
when
the next generation unfortunately however there have not been many

qualitative analyses of significant processes within the marital phenomenon
ie type 4 research with focus on marital quality

A NEW LOOK AT SOME OLD PROBLEMS

for this study

1I

propose a qualitative analysis of the high quality

marriages in this sample in addition to the qualitative analysis

1I

suggest a

new look at marital quality consisting of two different ways of looking at the

the first is to shift the focus from an individual to
relational view of marriage the second is to modify the assumptions about
marriage experience
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human beings and their approach to happiness the shift in focus and
modification of assumptions are regarded in this study as primary precursors
to a practical approach to marital quality

the intent of this methodology is

to heighten understanding of the marital experience and simultaneously

produce practical and functional information about strengthening marital
relationships in essence

1I

want to take a new look at some old but still very

important problems in family relationships nye 1988 p 315 by using a
well established methodology with

a

1
of
different perspective marriage I will

now briefly explain this new look

A shift of focus

first marriage can be studied differently by shifting the focus from the
variables and correlates of marital quality to marriages interactive

and dyadic properties much of the information derived from previous
research about marital quality has enhanced our understanding of the

phenomenon of marriage but from a pragmatic point of view it is difficult
to know how to interpret and use it

the correlational nature of these findings

prohibits strong causal inferences regarding the impact of certain variables
on marital quality and vice versa one would suspect that the directions of
influence are somewhat reciprocal but assessing which variable is

prerequisite for another can be confusing for example what is the
relationship between high sexual satisfaction and marital success Is sexual
satisfaction a precursor to a participant with or a barometer of marital

happiness how can a couple who want to improve their marriage use this
information should spouses attempt to increase their sexual satisfaction in

order to have a happier marriage or should they work on their marriage to
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heighten sexual satisfaction simply put characteristics and correlates do not
answer these kind of questions schumm 1985 has suggested that

researchers explore the interrelationships among the variables in order to

determine which variables are prerequisites for others and to order the
various concepts into an integrated whole glenn 1990 calling for more
research that focuses on the interplay among variables asserts that our

ignorance of interrelationships may limit the scope and applicability of
marital programs and interventions

rather than looking for more correlates characteristics and variable
interplay

1I

shift focus to marital relationships shared activities experiences

and interactions processes patterns of behavior over time

and

fundamental features instead of detailing the demographics of marital
quality

1I

attempt to describe the dynamics of the marital experience such a

change will shift the focus of analysis from the individual to the systemic
from characteristics to interactions from variables to experiences from

correlates to activities from concepts to processes and from categories to
principles rather than categorizing correlates of marital quality this shift of
focus will help us better understand the experiences and activities of being

happily married the shift will also facilitate a better understanding of what

happy couples are doing to maintain vibrant relationships rather than
merely knowing about the constituents of successful marriages

A modification of

assumptions

A second way to look at marriage differently is to modify several

assumptions about two important issues humanity and happiness these
assumptions are critical to this study for two reasons first the happiness of
24

two human beings in a marital relationship is a component so critical to

marital success that the assumptions about it should not be ignored second
if our assumptions about human beings and their approach to happiness are

defective then the theories under
girded by these assumptions should be
undergirded
undergirder

questioned

most of the information on marital quality comes from studies grounded
in a natural science tradition

this tradition has been legitimized by

impressive developments in science technology and medicine when the
scientific study of human and social phenomena began early in this century

there was some concern about the best ways to study the human realm

should family scientists use the same methods natural and physical scientists
use or should they in light of the differences between natural objects and

human beings pursue a different path after several years of debate the
natural science tradition attracted the most confidence and has become the
philosophical basis of virtually every economic psychological sociological
and familogical perspective cited in the literature review section

this tradition views human beings as complex natural objects composed
of mechanisms that respond to certain stimuli which in turn produce

behavior according to lawful patterns human beings are interdependent
living in a natural and social ecosystem consequently humans are

significant actors in but only a small part of a much larger production

marital problems are generally considered to be products of linear circular
and socialized causes that come from past or present genetic environmental
systemic or biological circumstances

according to this scientific tradition marital relationships can be
enhanced by repairing painful experiences by learning coping skills
25

relaxation techniques improved communication and better problem solving
skills marriage partners would have to learn how to restructure systemic

boundaries challenge map and rearrange power structures deal with
control issues reframe problems apply paradoxical injunctions modify

communication styles de
detriangulate
triangulate or become more differentiated from
and less fused with families of origin thus change is achieved by
modifying the individuals internal thought processes or rearranging external

environmental factors

an important and prevalent thread that binds this

fabric of thought together is a consistent focus on the individual

this

individualistic view of humanity deeply embedded into our way of
thinking assumes that knowledge of the marital phenomena will help us
control and predict this aspect of our lives
1I

posit the notion that the human realm is very different from the natural

realm As such it might be productive to recognize these differences and

study human beings in light of them rather than in spite of them as has been
the tradition human beings unlike physical objects have histories and act

through and in a matrix of social and linguistic meanings humans have a
wide spectrum of physical social and emotional needs as well as a vast array
of abilities talents interests characteristics experiences values and goals

but fundamentally human beings have several characteristics that distinguish
them from all other life forms

responsible

and

3

2 social

1

a moral sensitivity for

which we are

relational and familial connections with each other

ethical obligations to one another

A school of thought in the social sciences describes humans as relational

beings a term that encapsulates the previous three assumptions about our

warner
1995 bellah madsen sullivan and
1993
wilson
humanness
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swidler 1985 inchausti

1991

social psychologists point out that we all

have a basic need for intimate relationships

there is a universal and

primitive longing to be attached to relate to belong to be needed and to
care rice 1983 p 6

we know that isolation from other human beings is

dehumanizing and that loneliness can be destructive
if humans are in fact relational beings then the quality of life both

identity and being is intimately tied to the quality of our relationships with
others the quality of our relationships is defined by our responsiveness to
the moral and ethical sensitivities we have for each other if these relational

assumptions of humanity were applied to a marital realm it would seem
reasonable to assume that a couples moral and ethical responsiveness to each

other impacts the quality of their marriage another way to say this is that
the quality of a marital relationship might be influenced by the couples
moral and ethical responsiveness to each other hence

1I

propose both the

consideration and incorporation of these relational assumptions of humanity
in my analysis of marital quality current marital quality literature has very

little regard for humankinds
human kinds need to connect with other human beings less

attention has been directed to the significance of our relational obligations

hardly any of the literature reviewed in this study addresses the issue of
man
mankinds
kinds moral sensitivity wilson 1993 insists that our reluctance to speak
of morality amputates the legs on which any serious discussion of marriage

must stand preface

1I

argue that the inclusion of these relational

assumptions in the analysis of marital quality might help access understand
and perhaps describe certain aspects of marital quality that have previously
been ignored or misunderstood
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many of the assumptions about human beings from the natural science

tradition have been applied to theories regarding man
mankinds
kinds quest for
happiness consistent with this tradition happiness has become synonymous
with self fulfillment consequently many of our social science theories are
laced with the assumption that when human beings have what they want they
are happy

this assumption of self interest is so intricately woven into the

fabric of our scientific reasoning and so securely embedded in our theories

that it is rarely considered let alone questioned recently however several
scholars have voiced their concern about this approach to happiness

popenoe 1993 describes our generation of americans as a me generation
in which the individual comes first

he claims that as a nation

we are less

willing than ever before to invest in the family and more dedicated than ever
to investing in ourselves p 538

many scholars have discussed the difficult dilemma of achieving human
happiness some have identified potential problems with being too self
oriented others have alluded to the need for a more productive approach to
happiness loveless 1996 proposes an alternate pathway A different

approach to happiness he explains is to grant the possibility that individuals
are not truly separate that our relationship to others is an essential part of

who we are and that happiness comes as we live in a manner consistent with
this principle happiness then might be a matter of placing sacrifice above
self service establishing an other centered rather than a self centered

approach to life valuing family satisfaction above personal preference and
regarding other primacy more highly than self primacy

although this other oriented approach to happiness is not as common in
social science literature as the traditional individualistic assumptions several
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philosophers and social scientists have incorporated this concept in their
works buber 1970 describes two ways of being in our relationships with

others one in which we view other people as objects and another in which we
view them as real living feeling people inchausti 1991 describes the life

experiences of those who heard the call and respond in extraordinary
ways to heartfelt obligations for others warner 1995 details several

emotional consequences associated with ignoring these heartfelt obligations

lee

1976 provides anthropological evidence from primitive societies that

happiness springs from an integral tie of self to community marks 1977
describes the differences in energy and time effectiveness perceptions

between persons committed to others and self centered people erikson
1963 contrasts generativity

ie investing in committing to and caring

deeply for others with self indulgence which he associates with personal

stagnation and social impoverishment

snarey et al 1987 detail the benefits

and importance of parenting nock 1987 and ahlander and bahr 1995
describe perceptual differences of women who focus on equity drudgery

and equality of housework versus those who are motivated by the love and
linkages in motherhood hawkins et al 1995 reaffirm the importance of

developing generativity and the role that nurturing children plays in
achieving psychosocial health in adulthood and finally hawkins and

dollahite 1997 and dollahite hawkins and brotherson 1997 define the
conceptual ethic of generative fathering as meeting the needs of the next
01

generation p 19
a
cited
wide variety of literature however
works
represent
just
the

very little marital quality literature includes either the relational assumptions
of humanity or the other oriented approach to happiness
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an examination of

the phenomenon of marital quality with these assumptions which go beyond

the assumptions posited by our current scientific tradition might provide

insights that would augment our understanding about the origin of marital

problems or contribute to our understanding about how to improve the
quality of marriage the next section proposes the research question and a

methodology
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH

methodology

RESEARCH QUESTION

the

research question for this study is divided into two segments and

attempts to answer the following query what can the in depth interviews
with thirty two couples who have been married for eight years inform us
about
and

2

1

processes paradigms and characteristics of high quality marriages

guiding principles of high quality marital relationships

RESEARCH DESIGN

qualitative research
in this study

1I

use a qualitative analysis of in depth interviews

according to strauss and corbin 1990 qualitative research is any kind of
research that produces findings that are derived from data that are gathered
by nonmathematical analytic procedures ambert et al 1995 explain that

qualitative research has at its base a oral words in conversations sentences
or monologues

b written words in journals letters autobiographies

scripts texts books official reports and historical documents

c

the

recorded field notes of observers or participants of meetings ceremonies
rituals and family life

d life histories and narrative stories in either the oral
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or the written form or e visual observations to access the respondents

unfiltered experiences and ideas

according to gilgun daly and handel 1992 qualitative research is
particularly amenable to studies of marriages and families for several reasons
it is versatile enough to handle diverse life experiences it can focus on the

processes by which human beings create sustain and discuss their own

realities it is better suited to access the construction of meaning it facilitates
holistic studies and it gives us windows to processes that are closed to other

approaches

1I

will elaborate on several of these important distinctions

first this type of research discovers theories and explanations from the
data themselves rather than making logical deduction from a priori
theoretical assumptions and it is particularly amenable to research that
focuses on discovery rather than hypotheses verification strauss and corbin
1990

second qualitative research effectively gains access to private spheres

gilgun daly and handel

1992

marriages by nature are among the most

closed and private of all social groups A challenge for family scientists is to

enter its relatively closed and highly protected boundaries qualitative
research allows for the gradual building of trust and rapport thereby
increasing the researchers accessibility to subjective meanings affective
emotional spheres private experiences and sensitive aspects of marital

relationships thus it adds insight to the framework within which subjects

rossman
1989
and
marshall
and
actions
feelings
their
thoughts
interpret
wilson 1977 qualitative research also opens windows to subjective
meaningful and emotional realms of the marital relationship an
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understanding that has been deemed much more important than
Ma
roglin and
maroglin
demographic characteristics in regard to marital satisfaction maroglio

weinstein

1983

fincham and

oleary

1983 yogev and brett 1985

third qualitative research can simultaneously accommodate the micro
and macro aspects of marriage trying to understand the complexities of a
marriage by looking only at one of its isolated aspects seems almost as
fruitless as grasping the meaning of being human by only focusing on the

regeneration of skin cells

to comprehend the whole

marital knowledge

must be integrated and gained in many different yet systematically related
ways by looking at it in its context in a history and a culture

the

methodology proposed for this study would override the tendency to extract
marriages from their context history and culture wi
thou t which meaning is
without
lost and our understanding of the marital experience is diminished wilson
1977 explains that one cannot understand human behavior without

understanding the framework within which subjects interpret their thoughts
feelings and actions p 249

inter relationships and processes
fourth is its ability to capture complex interrelationships

matacha 1992

by its very nature qualitative research because it is broad

enough to interact within a context and allows the unexpected to emerge can
provide data and insights and can raise questions that quantitative methods

would unlikely generate

finally qualitative research is congruent and compatible with the data
collection process of in depth interviews As defined by taylor and bogdan
1984

in depth qualitative interviewing refers to repeated face to face

encounters between the researcher and informants directed toward

understanding informants perspective on their lives experiences or
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situations as expressed in their own words p 77

this approach is

particularly well suited to research that focuses on discovering relationships
among variables the nature of interactive experiences and answering the

question how

for example nock

1995 discovered that the perceived

commitment of ones spouse or the felt obligation that is likely to be
associated with it is the dominant factor in sustained marriages how these

obligations are produced how spouses formulate their images of their

partners commitment and the nature of the obligations in a marriage are
issues yet to be discussed

the information from in depth interviews would

successfully begin to answer many questions that have thus far been

unreachable

although this finding was not surprising given the religious

affiliations of the majority of subjects fenell 1993 states that it would be

interesting to discover how this characteristic was helpful to the couples p
455

an effective tool to access the information for these kinds of questions is

the in depth interview

in depth interviews facilitate gender sensitivity several family scientists
have pointed out the impropriety of treating the marital dyad as a whole

without considering that marriage may have different implications for each
individual that is the wife and husband eichler 1988 thorne 1982

although much research on marital quality has been done on wives that does
not ensure that the measure of marital quality fully reflects womans
comans
experience in marriage the only way we will ever know is to ask them

eichler 1988 long laws 1971

this study consists of interviews with just

the wife another with just the husband and a final interview with both

spouses the comprehensive nature of qualitative research might serve as an
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appropriate method of looking at couples different needs and understanding
how various strengths work together rather than in isolation

grounded theory
A method for developing grounded theory was identified by sociologists

barney glaser and anselm strauss this method encourages several
activities it promotes the immersion of oneself in the field to understand a

phenomenon it emphasizes the importance of grounding theories in the data
it suggests that the nature of experience continually evolves it stresses that

persons shape the worlds in which they live it emphasizes change process

and complexity in life and it expands the interrelationships among
conditions meaning and action strauss and corbin 1990

according to nye 1988 there seems to be more interest in and emphasis
on theory development from about 16

about 22

57 to
of the projects in the years 1937
193757

1987
of the projects in the years 1967
19671987

however a large majority of

marital studies seem to be atheoretical hicks and platt 1970 glen 1990

blumel 1992

lavee and dollahite

1991

found similar amounts of

atheoretical empiricism for the family sciences in general in his fifty year
review of family research nye 1988 found that only about

examined clearly identified a particular theory

1

he then asked

of the studies
Is the failure

to integrate theory and research due to lack of interest and concern on the part
of the researchers or is it due to the lack of useful theory that is available to

them

p 313

a
to
the data that is it allows
theory
uses
approach
grounded
study
this

the data to speak for themselves rather than imposing preconceived
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theoretical suppositions upon the data strauss and corbin 1990 p 23
convey the following description
A grounded theory is one that is inductively derived from

that is it is
discovered developed and provisionally verified
the study of the phenomenon it represents

through systematic data collection and analysis of the data

pertaining to that phenomenon therefore data
collection analysis and theory stand in reciprocal
relationship with each other one does not begin with a
theory then prove it rather one begins with an area of
study and what is relevant to that area is allowed to
emerge

in other words the theory is derived from and grounded in the
phenomenon being studied rather than beginning with a theoretical lens

though which we study the data the lens is formed developed and
provisionally verified through systematic data collection and analysis of the

phenomenon As the concepts and relationships within this approach are
generated they are provisionally tested in order to build a theory that is
faithful to and illuminates the area being studied if properly applied this

approach should engender new glimpses of the marital phenomenon and
help us better understand its nature if done well the grounded theory

approach uses systematic techniques and analytical procedures that enable
the researcher to develop a substantive theory that is helpful and practical

and at the same time meets the criterion for doing good science
significance theory observation compatibility generalizability

reproducibility precision rigor and verification strauss and corbin 1990
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procedures FOR DATA collection
in 1979 an initial survey of one hundred twelve never married young
adults was conducted the average age of the respondents was twenty one
years the ages ranged from eighteen to twenty six years approximately 85

were students at brigham young university a four year institution located in

provo
provoutah
utah 99

were white and 91

had been reared by both parents one

year later in 1980 each of these individuals was given a second survey fifty
six of these individuals had married and the average length of marriage at the

time of this survey was ten months seven years later in 1987 all fifty six

couples were sent a third survey to which 95

responded thirty two of the

couples who responded were contacted and interviewed thirty two of these
in depth interviews were transcribed

the data for this study are drawn from

the interviews of these thirty two couples who had been married for eight

years during the seven year interim one of the thirty two couples had been

divorced A copy of the interview format is in appendix A
own
respondents
respondentsown
all but one of the interviews were conducted in the respondentsown
homes dr thomas holman conducted the interviews each interview took
two to three hours to complete and consisted of three parts a private
interview with the husband a private interview with the wife and a joint

interview with both spouses these interviews were then transcribed

the

typed transcripts range from twenty three to forty nine pages and each
contains the respondents brief description of their family of origin a more

detailed account of their courtship and a lengthy account of their marriage

appendix

B

is an example of one of the transcribed interviews
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SITE AND SAMPLE

at the time of the initial contact and completion of the first survey

85

of the respondents were enrolled at brigham young university a four year

private institution sponsored by the church of jesus christ of latter day

saints two percent of the respondents were attending other institutes of
higher education and 13

were not students by the time the third interview

was completed and eight years of marriage had passed 90

had completed a bachelors degree and 50

had done graduate work 30

having completed a graduate degree approximately 58
completed some college 36
done some graduate work
25000 to 34999

4

had

the husbands income in 1986 ranged from

the wives income ranged from 7000 to 8999 eighty

were unemployed and 8

2

six

were employed part

were full time students sixty two

percent of the wives were full time homemakers 20
18

of the wives had

had completed a bachelors degree

percent of the husbands were employed full time
time and 4

of the husbands

worked part time and

worked full time this group would represent a middle to upper

middle class segment of americans
223
1979
22.3
of
ACT
of
fall
score
an
average
in
the
223
freshman
had
incoming

324 in addition to meeting these
and an average high school GPA of 3.24
academic standards students attending this university must meet a moral
code of behavior set by the board of trustees

this code which is based on

religious beliefs states that men and women must abstain from premarital
sexual intimacy abide by a health code that prohibits their use of alcohol
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tobacco drugs coffee and tea and honor a dress code that encourages

modesty brigham young university 1993

this group of respondents describe themselves as active members of
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints commonly known as

mormons
cormons
Mor mons because of their belief in a supplemental scripture to the bible
called

the

book of mormon weekly attendance at worship service payment

of tithes missionary service adherence to a code of health that pron
proW
bits the
prohibits

use of tobacco alcohol tea and coffee service in a variety of church

responsibilities and private religious devotion such as daily prayer and

scripture reading are all part of what it means to be an active member of
their church

the religious beliefs of the couples in this study play a significant part in
their lives and are an integral part of their marital experience the impact of
their religion is manifest very clearly in several different and distinct beliefs
1

a

strong emphasis on moral chastity before marriage and fidelity after

a belief in temple eternal marriage

that endures past the point of death

2
3

an implicit conviction of missionary work inclusive of a two year self
financed mission when the young man reaches the age of nineteen before he

marries

4 a

serious focus on the importance of family and having children

after marriage and

5 a

clear prioritizing and ordering of these life

experiences all the young men in this sample had served a two year full
time mission for their church each of the couples were married in a temple

which consists of the anticipation that such a marriage if the couple is faithful
to the marital covenants made therein is valid and viable for all eternity

much past the point of until death do you part
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later in this study

a

discussion will detail the cultural educational economic familial and
couples marital experiences were couched
religious context in which these couplesmarital

researchers
determine

a

ROLE

problem
and question
research

the first step in this kind of research is to determine a research problem
generated from the technical literature and personal or professional
experience and a broad research question that allows for freedom to explore
a

phenomenon in depth eventually however it becomes progressively

narrowed and more focused during the research process as concepts and their
relationships are found to be either relevant or irrelevant to the research

be familiar with literature

although one should be thoroughly familiar with the literature in ones
chosen field knowledge of the literature plays a different role for the

qualitative and quantitative researcher in grounded theory research the goal
is to identify relevant categories assess their relationships and

put them

together in new and different categories consequently if one begins with a
list of already identified formal hypothesis based on the literature review

these will very likely impede rather than assist the discovery process it is

important to understand that elements of previous studies can be used but
only as they prove themselves relevant to the primary data gathered from the

interviews information from the literature review can be used to stimulate
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questions or to direct theoretical sampling or it can work as supplementary

validation but it is important to make sure that preconceived ideas from the
literature review do not stifle creative thought processes and allow the data to
speak for itself

maintain theoretical sensitivity

while the procedures are designed to give the analytic process precision
and rigor good researchers are theoretically sensitive glaser 1978 strauss
and corbin 1990

theoretical sensitivity is a personal quality an ability of

the researcher to give meaning to the data understand the subtleties of that

which is communicated and have the capacity to separate significant data
from the trivial theoretical sensitivity comes from professional experience

personal experience familiarity with the literature and the analytic process
itself strauss and corbin 1990

it is this sensitivity that creates pertinent

questions from the data produces comparisons that elicit new insights into

phenomena and helps create novel theoretical formulations theoretical
sensitivity helps researchers recognize and give meaning to important data

strauss and corbin 1990 formulate theories of the phenomena that are
reality based glaser 1978 and keep a delicate balance between that which
they create and that which is manifest in the data strauss and corbin 1990

analyze data
following strauss and corbins 1990 grounded theory methodology
data for this project were collected and analyzed using the constant
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comparative method of analysis

1I

began the analysis by reading and

rereading the interviews the three steps of data analysis or coding as
defined and outlined by strauss and corbin 1990 include open coding
axial coding and selective coding

the lines between each type of coding are

artificial because they do not necessarily take place in stages in a single

coding session one might move from one form of coding to another
especially between open and axial coding in the earlier phases of the project

however this study will explain each type of coding separately and
sequentially for a clearer understanding of the process

open coding
open coding is an analytic process that examines compares
conceptualizes and categorizes data As the transcribed interviews are read
each quote that is relevant to the research question receives a code number

and a conceptual label each code number indicates whether the quote

originated from the husband or wife the number assigned to the couple being
interviewed and the page number of the transcript from which the quote was
33 indicates that the wife made the
taken for example code number W 21
2133

comment she and her husband were couple number twenty one and the
quote is found on page thirty three of the transcript similarly the code H
12

points to a husbands comment during the interview of couple number

two whose comment is found on page twelve in addition to this reference
code each incident idea and event is conceptualized and labeled strauss

and corbin accentuate the importance of conceptualizing rather than
isummarizing these incidents ideas and events for example if a person
summarizing
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2

were standing in an elementary school hallway watching students during
recess the conceptual
iza tion of monitoring might be a better label than the
conceptualization

summary statement of standing in hallway watching students
As the conceptual labeling progresses one could engender hundreds of

different conceptual labels however as the researcher compares incident

with incident similar phenomena can be given the same name eventually
certain themes and patterns will begin to emerge around which the concepts

the process of grouping concepts that pertain to the same
phenomena is called categorizing strauss and corbin 1990 the
will be grouped

phenomenon represented by a category is given a general conceptual name
that may or may not change as categories are refined constantly compared
with each other and systematically developed A final yet very important

part of the open coding process is to develop each of these categories by
ascribing to them certain characteristics or attributes called properties

strauss and corbin 1990

these properties are then dimensionalized by

placing them along an imaginary continuum as shown in the example below

strauss and corbin p

72

category

properties

dimensional range

monitoring

frequency

often

never

extent

more

less

intensity

high

low

duration

long

short

the systematic development of categories properties and dimensions is
important because it forms the basis for assessing relationships among major
subcategories
categories regular categories and sub
categories therefore understanding a
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cate
gorys properties dimensions and relationships is an essential
categorys

prerequisite to developing a grounded theory through analytic procedures

the basic analytic procedures by which this is accomplished are
continually asking questions about the data and

1

constantly making

2

comparisons for similarities and differences between each incident event and
activity

axial coding

the next aspect of data analysis

axial coding has two purposes first to

further develop each category beyond

a

simple description of properties and

dimensions and second to make connections and assess relationships

between a category and its sub
subcategories
categories this procedure of category

development is accomplished by using what strauss and corbin 1990 call
the paradigm model in this model is is suggested that each category is

developed in terms of a causal conditions that give rise to it

phenomenon itself
conditions

c

the context in which it is embedded

b the

d intervening

e action
interaction strategies which handle manage and
actioninteraction

respond to it and f consequences of any action or interaction that is taken

the

actual process of axial coding through these procedures is quite complex

because the analysis demands performing four distinct analytic steps almost

simultaneously these include

1

the hypothetical relation of sub
subcategories
categories

to a category by means of statements that denote the nature of the

relationships between them and the phenomenon
hypotheses against actual data

3

2

the verification of those

the continued search for the categories and

4
the
locations
and
dimensional
the
and
sub
batas
datas
properties
subcategories
categories
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initial exploration of variation in phenomena by comparing each category
for
subcategories
and its sub
categories different patterns which are discovered by

comparing dimensional locations

selective coding

after data have been collected and analyzed categories salient
properties and dimensions worked out paradigmatic relationships
established and each category developed to a rich level it is time to integrate
the data through a process strauss and corbin 1990 call selective coding

this is the final leap from creating a list of concepts to producing a theory
this integration process is not much different from axial coding it is just
done at a much higher and more abstract level of analysis this is

accomplished through several steps

explicating the story line

1

2

relating

subsidiary categories around the core category through the paradigm
relating categories at the dimensional level
against data and

5

4

3

validating those relationships

filling in categories that may need further refinement

and development these steps are not necessarily taken in linear sequence
nor are they distinct in actual practice

1I

distinguish among them only for

explanatory purposes in reality one moves back and forth between them

in summary this process of grounded theory analysis is designed to do
more than pull out a few themes or develop a descriptive theoretical

framework of loosely interwoven concepts according to strauss and corbin
1990

this analytic procedure of coding is calculated to build theory give

the research process rigor provide the grounding build density among
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interrelated concepts and generate

a

rich tightly woven explanation of the

marital experience

ensure quality research

studs soundness will be judged by the criteria of four constructs
this studys
proposed by lincoln and guba 1985 seven questions proposed by strauss
and corbin 1990 and the three general guidelines that propose
1I

lincoln and gubas constructs for qualitative research evaluation are
1

credibility an assurance that the subject was accurately
identified and described marshall and rossman 1989

2

transferability generalization to the population from which the
sample was drawn

3

iii ty acco
ab ili
dependability
depend
accounting
unting
anting for changing conditions through the
flexibility of the research design and

4

conformability
confirm ability through grounded examples in the data
confirmability
available to other researchers who might wish to check the
findings

further evaluation of the research follows strauss and corbins

1990

suggestions they argue that an evaluation of qualitative research should
include a discussion of the following seven questions
1

how was the original sample selected

2

what major categories emerged

3

what were some of the indicators that pointed to these
categories

4

on what basis did theoretical sampling proceed

5

what were some of the hypotheses of relationships between the
categories
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6

were there occasions when discrepancies for the hypotheses
were found in the data

7

how and why was the core category selected

in addition to the criteria proposed by lincoln and guba 1985 and by

strauss and corbin

1990 1I will attempt to identify information that meets the

following guidelines
1

practical the information must be profitable and useful to
individuals interested in learning more about what they can do
to help improve the quality of marriage

2

functional contribute to the development and maintenance of
marital behaviors that enhance high quality marital
relationships

3

helpful the knowledge must be beneficial and profitable to
couples who attempt to apply the ideas derived from this study
to their marital relationships

WRITE
UP OF RESEARCH
WRITEUP

up of the research will be conducted and completed according
writeup
the write
to the guidelines proscribed in the previous section by taylor and bogdan
1984

rossman
guba
1989 and strauss
1985
and
marshall
and
lincoln

and corbin 1990

in addition committee chairman dr thomas holman will

direct the research process four other committee members will evaluate the

study colleagues will also help evaluate the grammar thought processes
and data analysis revisions will be made until the project meets the

standards of the qualitative guidelines mentioned above and the committees
specifications
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CHAPTER 4
CREATING HIGH QUALITY MARRIAGES

As described in the previous chapter data collection and analysis were

conducted using the grounded theory methodology outlined by strauss and

corbin as a qualitative research method that uses a systematic set of
procedures to develop and inductively derive grounded theory about a

the heart of this methodology consists of open

phenomenon 1990 p 23

axial and selective coding of in depth interviews with thirty two couples

during the first few readings of open coding several significant categories
were identified see figure

1

for a summary of the open coded categories

the relational linkages between categories were developed by using
strauss and corbins 1990 paradigm model using this model axial coded
data were organized into the phenomenon interaction strategies antecedent
conditions intervening conditions context and resultant conditions see
figure

2

for a summary of how the open coded categories developed into the

paradigm model

the elements of this model were then further developed and placed into
att
a storyline
alt
story line that created a picture of the interrelationship between certain

marital activities and the quality of the couples marriages figure

3 is a

synopsis of the selective coded conclusions these three visual

representations constitute a concise overview of the development and
conclusions of this study

of
this chapter will describe in more
balance
the

detail the process paradigm characteristic and three governing principles
that appear critical to the creation of high quality marriages
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PROCESS

AN OTHIER
OTHER CENTERED PARADIGM

A

characteristic

GUIDING

principles

OF LOVE

covenant
A

B

C

D

C
E

the covenant increases commitment
qualifies couple for gods
guidance & direction
discourages divorce
provides a mission and purpose

A

B

other centered paradigm high quality marriage
learning to live outside yourself

seif cen
psychological dilemma of self
te redness
cenlercdness
D paradigmatic shift to other centeredness

B
C

E
E
F

other centered perspective of spouse
other centered perspective of marital responsibility

helps in overcoming problems

E

to be more effective in keeping conditions of covenant
to understand from spouses frame of reference
to resolve problems without hurting relationship

to heartfelt obligations

B

willingness to bear spouses burdens
right action ava
available
babie
bable
dable to all

summary
B
C

D
E

A

A

C

in marriage

comply
C

B

C

communicate
A

A

requires best efforts of both spouses
more systemic than finear
linear
gains strength when used as trilogy

attitude activity & emotion
love is an altitude
affection companionship unity are
components of love
agh
ail three components
ali
all
of
healthy balance abl
is necessary
love is relational
love is a desire to benefit life of another
IAVC
lave cannot forced or manipulated

mutually created
A

B

are necessary
best efforts of both arc
cre
med
wed not inherited
crewed
created

require constant nurturing
B

like growth of plant
short shelf life

C

its a

A

lot of work

dynamic
A

B

changes short & long term
some better some worse

i

A PROCESS IN HIGH QUALITY MARRIAGE

each of the thirty two couples interviewed in this study were similar in
their age education cultural origins income length of marriage number of

children and religious beliefs however the quality of their marriages was
very different after eight years of marriage ten of the thirty one couples

were assessed as having exceptionally high quality marriages eighteen had

average quality marriages three couples were struggling in their marital

relationships and one of the couples had divorced the assessment of marital
quality was based on three criteria
their marital quality

2 the

1

the respondents own description of

interviewers analysis of each couples marriage

dictated by the interviewer following each interview transcribed and placed
at the end of each transcript and 3 my own assessment of the respondents

statements and interactions
mike and martha have been married for eight years both have been

raised in religious homes by good parents in close knit families before their
marriage mike served a two year mission for his church at his own expense
mike and martha were married in a mormon temple meaning that their

faith fullness to the conditions of the marital covenant creates a relationship
faithfullness

that is eternal

without an until death do you part clause mike has a

masters
masteris degree and makes enough money in his business that his family is
very comfortable they have three children their marriage according to

their own description couldnt be better their love and happiness have
increased each and every year that they have been married marriage has
been great for them they insist they would not change a thing
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kahs families of origin religious training marital
rebekahs
robert and Rebe
preparation education age income number of children and the number of
years married are almost identical to mike and marthas with one exception

robert and rebekah are divorced what made the difference contextually
both marriages could be clones of each other yet at this point in time the
quality of their marriages is very different how can we account for such a
vast qualitative difference in the two marriages what are mike and martha
doing to create such a high quality happy vibrant marriage

among the ten couples in this study with the best marital relationships
there exists a process

ie

a sequence of events that

appears to be tightly

associated with the high quality marriages in this sample this process is

evident but not as consistently manifest in the eighteen marriages that are
good and almost non
existent in the transcripts of the three that are struggling
nonexistent

and the one that is divorced this process consists of three integrated
behaviors

a

sequence of behaviors that the couples with some of the best

relationships are repeatedly doing they
3

1

covenant

2

communicate and

comply

covenant
commitment is an important variable in the marital quality literature it
is frequently cited fenell 1993 it is tightly correlated with high quality

marriages lauer and lauer 1986 blanton and robinson 1993

and its

absence is highly correlated with marital dysfunction coombs et al 1970

the term commitment

is mentioned by virtually every couple in this

sample even the three couples who were struggling and the one that is now
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divorced mention commitment as an important ingredient of a happy
marriage and at the same time lament their own or their spouses lack of
commitment as one of the things that contribute to marital struggles

however these data do not help us understand why some couples seem to be
so committed and others

arent it doesnt answer the question how couples

increase their commitment nock 1995 discovered the commitment of ones

spouse or the felt obligation that is likely to be associated with it is a

dominant factor in sustained marriages but we do not know how these
obligations are produced how spouses formulate their images of their

partners commitment and are still unsure about the nature of these
obligations in a marriage

the question why some couples are more

committed than others escaped both a discussion and an answer in my
analysis until just recently following several discussions with colleagues

and my most recent reading of the transcripts an idea finally surfaced the

thought was subtly embedded in a casual comment of a happily married
husband

another thing that is very significant is my covenant with
1
god and if I take that stewardship and do something
wrong with it or something wrong to her then im
14
offending god first and im offending her also H 3314

god
my
covenant
with
captured my attention the term
phrase
the
covenant refers to the sacred promises made by this couple to god as well as

gods promises to them

if they are true to the conditions of the covenant

this covenant creates an intimate and eternal relationship between a man and
a woman that does not exist in any other context A careful reading of the nine

lity marriage transcripts revealed that each of these couples
other high qua
quality
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care fullness in keeping this
were very similar in their attitude about and carefullness

covenant their attitude is manifest as an enthusiasm to attend the temple

regularly in which these covenants are reviewed and to participate in
church services in which these covenants are renewed their devotion to the
conditions of the covenant is conveyed by their willingness to serve in church
assignments in which the covenant is magnified and also by their
willingness to live according to the conditions of this covenant which seems
to be a catalyst for greater commitment
1I

then compared the responses of these ten couples with those of the other

twenty two for comments about temple attendance church attendance
church service and their faithfulness to covenant obligations the eighteen
couples with good but not great quality marriages were not quite as

exuberant nor was their dedication to keeping the covenant as pronounced

in attempting to explain this pattern began to notice that among these
1I

eighteen couples that one spouse would often have a very willing attitude
while the other had a noticeable lack of exuberance about being covenant

centered this lack of devotion in keeping the covenant is often attributed to
one of the spouses apathy

lack of interest

unemployment

ambitious work schedule or serious medical problems

an overly

even though four

of the eight couples with high quality marriages had similar challenges such
as unemployment abnormal work schedules and medical problems the fact

that both partners were united and similar in their level of dedication to
keeping their covenants seemed to override the impact of the challenges

among the eighteen average quality couples the disparity of devotion
seemed to create a devotion deficiency for which the willing partner could

never quite compensate in the relationships of the three couples with
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struggling marriages and the couple who had divorced this attitude of being
careful to keep their covenant seemed to be lacking on the part of both

partners

to illustrate the differences in covenant devotion
describe

1I

1I

have been trying to

will contrast the comments of a couple with a high quality marital

relationship with a comment from a couple with an average quality marriage

the first comment is from a couple with an exceptional marriage it was one
of those transcripts that stood out from the very first reading and has become

more impressive with each review

1I

found it very interesting that this

coupie inspite
couple
inspire of a busy schedule would attend the temple regularly even

though it required traveling some distance and that they refer to their temple
experience as a highlight of their anniversary celebration

my wifes
cifes sister lives in washington and so we go to the
temple once a month or every six weeks while she watches
once year for our anniversary we left the kids
the kids
with someone and went up and spent the night in the
marriott and went to the temple and spent about a day
1
a
and half together up there I would like to see more of
those type of experiences in our relationship but it just
seems like it is so hard to find time to be together there is
always so much going on H 7 23

note the lack of mutuality in both their attitude about the covenant and
religious maturity of this next couple who were assessed as having an
average quality marriage
1I

1
to
was trying hard do everything that I thought was right

but wasnt at the same religious point that he was
1I
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1I

remember saying if they call me to this position in the
church ill say no it blew him away he was shocked
1
we
that I had that attitude
say
need to go
would
he
the elders quorum party or we should attend the
1
sunday school party and I would say why do we
always have to go to these church parties why dont we
1
I
just go do something else
then began to resent all
this church stuff and would say things that hurt him like
1
if you dont do this then I wont go to the temple with
W 48 28
you this month

now compair
compain the next two comments with each other the first comes from

a

couple with a high quality marriage the second from a couple with an
average quality marriage

wife we both love and embrace our church callings
we just love them we really do weve really enjoyed
1
ali
ail of them and I think that has helped us it has
them all
been good on our marriage he will sit down and help me
color in bed while im preparing a lesson for the primary
kids and ill help him find something for a talk hes giving
we really enjoy doing that
or his bishopric message
he said he hasnt colored that much since kindergarten
C 10
17
1017
clo
cio

when we were first married and he was called as a ward
clerk back in our singles ward that was really hard for me
1
a
it got to the point where sundays were fight not that I
didnt want to attend church or anything but he would be
gone all day doing clerk business we fought about it and
1
he felt like I wasnt supporting him which made me feel
1
1
I
I
was
the
which
in
hated
guilty
primary
then
he
1
was thrown into the scouts and I was thrown into primary
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dont get along with other peoples children id never
1
been in primary myself and I didnt have the slightest idea
1
1
1
I
I
felt very inadequate and I was
what was doing
1
pregnant the primary president didnt like me and I
39
30 38
3839
didnt know anybody in the ward W 3038
1I

there are several points of interest in these two quotes first notice how
consistently the word we
ue and both are used in the first comment the wife
describes two people that are moving in the same direction enjoy activities

that are helping each other and are unified in their devotion to their church
i m approach to the issue
service in the second quote it is more of a me and hhim

and there is not quite the same feeling unity companionship and enjoyment
of the calling

according to the transcripts in this study there appears to be a healthy
connection between the couples who are mutually devoted to keeping
covenants their commitment and the quality of their marriage

fundamentally it appears that the very act of keeping a covenant is not only
associated with high quality marriage but also seems to be a key factor in

determining the magnitude of a couples commitment to god to spouse and
to their eternal marriage relationship

in what way does keeping ones covenant impact marital quality within
the transcripts of these ten couples with stellar marital relationships are

several comments that delineate certain benefits of this covenant relationship

and several insight about how it contributes to the quality of a marriage the
first is a belief that faithful observance of this covenant qualifies a couple for

gods guidance and direction in their marital activities this covenant
consists of much more than just a set of beliefs because of its obligations and
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promises it creates an opportunity for god to become

very real active and

a

integral part of a marital relationship to the degree that if

14
H 3314

I

make this

god
offending
im

covenant with god and do something wrong with it
first

1

several couples equated covenant faithfulness as a

prerequisite to receiving gods help in dealing with marital challenges so that
the wrinkles in a marital relationship can be made right

with the temple and eternal marriage it is

three way
even if things could be wrong in the
commitment and
beginning because you had made that commitment with
the lord if you two are willing to work at it it can be
made right

C

a

716

just think that once we started really trying to keep our
covenants
trying to live so we could get more
inspiration on what we should be doing then things
started falling into place better before we were just kind
38
of helter skelter let come what may W 40
4038
1I

my life ive felt theres been something
pushing me and helping me make the right decisions in

all through

life
dont know why but something has always
prompted me to do the right thing ive been in bad
1I

situations and havent been perfect by any means but the
major decisions in my life ive always felt like the lord has
been instrumental in helping me to do the right thing W
1I

22
54
5422

A second aspect of this covenant relationship that appears to influence

marital quality is that it tends to discourage divorce as a viable option when
marital turmoil begins to boil

to these couples participation in this
59

covenant or temple marriage offers them the opportunity to live together as

husband and wife not only in this life but forever A covenant marriage sets
up the conditions to have a marriage that is eternal and at the same time

discourages divorce as an option
big part of it is our religious covenant if we
didnt have that there would really be no incentive to stay
together C 9 8
1I

think

a

due to the fact that we had a
H if we had problems
temple marriage divorce wasnt an option when we had
a problem we would both look at that problem and then
sit down and find a solution it was never in my mind to
ever think of a divorce as a way out or ever seriously
considered it as a solution C 31
3188

one rule that we made when we first got married was that
there were three words that we would never say in our
house and those were divorce liar and shut up

H 50

14

im one hundred percent committed

intend to make this
marriage work divorce is not an answer in my mind H
1I

4814
a
establishes
marital mindset
mindret that tends to keep
clearly
covenant
the

couples together but does it enhance the quality of a marriage

the simple

fact that these couples have enduring marriages does not mean they are

happy however the utility of the covenant is not discouraging divorce
a
if
in
marital relationship are
spouses
both
commitment
rather encouraging
it

one hundred percent committed their chances of striking some happy

chords and having more harmony in their marriage are greatly improved
60

hence keeping the covenant facilitates commitment and commitment
contributes to the creation of marital quality
1I

think that by getting married in the temple and in

knowing that is for eternity you make a big commitment
1
and I think that has paid off for us because of that we are
17
16
now more in love and closer together H 50
1617
5016
A third aspect of the covenant relationship is that it offers couples with a

vision of the future a mission yet to accomplish and a purpose for their
77 proposed that a sense of
marital efforts viktor E franki 1962 p 76
7677

mission and purpose in life enables humans to develop a sense of meaning

that is critical to survival
Nietz
sches words he who has a why to live for can bear
nietzsches
with almost any how could be the guiding motto
woe unto him who saw no more sense in his life no aim
no purpose and therefore no point in carrying on he was
soon lost

in the context of marriage

a

mutual sense of mission purpose and meaning

in marriage is also critical to success

the

covenant tends to give couples a

mission purpose and meaning for their marital efforts but the mission

purpose and meaning in a covenant relationship are found in activities and
choices that tend to focus on the growth and development of others rather

than self additionally there is also a tendency to emphasize future
achievements over immediate accomplishments consequently covenant

centered couples tend to consider the future in making choices rather than

emphasizing the moment they also have the inclination to be guided by
what is right for the spouse marriage and relationship rather than focusing
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on what is best for me right now

within such a marriage the concepts of self

fulfillment and immediate gratification are subservient to higher ideals like
selfless contribution and eternal progression

we do things for a purpose
not for whats in it for me
1I guess it is a commitment to higher ideals
a
contributing to humanity and
commitment to god
making the world a better place for people to live instead
of selfish type things H 7 26

difference in my life know
marriage has made
1
wouldnt have grown in the direction that I have and
you
1
nearly as much had I remained single
just reach a
point in your individuality where you can only grow so
much and if you dont pick up that companionship
you just get stagnant
you just dont grow or at least
13
you miss the opportunity to grow H 8813
a big

1I

1I

this sense of purpose mission and meaning provides a backdrop against
which marital challenges can be compared therefore marital challenges are

kept in perspective by thinking past the problem to something bigger than
themselves

because of the temple marriage and the covenants you
make you have to think past your problems Is this
problem really worth fighting and worrying over what
1
you could have that I think has helped me a lot C 30
12 27
28 30 34
2728

one of the things that came up in our life was that she just
1
grabs the toothpaste and squeezes it in the middle and I
62

have to roll it up from the bottom for some reason that
1
I
me
really irked
but then thought wait a minute
eternally it doesnt matter how she uses the toothpaste C

405

an observation is that a couples covenant with god does not eliminate
problems and challenges in the marriage rather it enables them to weather
marital storms more effectively when marital problems being to brew and

burdens become heavy the absence of this covenant and the attendant feeling
of commitment erodes the desire to keep trying when this occurs too

regularly the required nourishment of the relationship declines and the
quality of the marriage begins to dwindle
think that tammy didnt really feel like trying and after
a while 1I lost the desire to try too H 12
1244
1I

think that if had come back and said to rick this is what
1
has happened this is what how im feeling I need this
1
then he would realized the importance of it but I didnt
1I gave up too easily
25
W 12
1225
1I

1I

communicate

after a determination has been made to be devoted to the obligations of
the covenant the next and very natural part of this process is to communicate

one
of
are
different
these
obligations
couples
by
the
made
covenant
within
burdens
these is to be willing to bear one an
anothers
others
effectively bear

a

it is difficult to

so
know
once a
are
you
what
until
they
spouses burdens

covenant is made the next part of the process is to communicate openly
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freely and frequently in an attempt to better understand the needs desires

and burdens that a spouse may have

it seems like it is the amount of talking you do it seems
like your communication is directly related to how your
1
so
I would say you have to be able to
relationship goes
understand each other and keep those lines of
communication open W 3315
H actually most of our disagreements are based on not
really understanding what the other person is saying or
wanting to say A lot of it just takes a little time to sit

down and say
just say exactly what thought
happened and he says what he thought happened C 37
W

1I

8

the very most important thing in any relationship

is

you
have to be able to talk and talk
communication
openly and freely about everything H

81

8 1

one couple made it very clear that similar religious beliefs even having
made similar covenants do not always equate to similar feelings about

spousal roles rules and expectations there are gender family of origin and

personality differences to deal with furthermore burdens borne by a spouse
in one week may change during the next

to help bear these burdens

effectively there must be an understanding of the situation through consistent

communication and the best way to navigate a pleasant path through these
dynamic differences is to talk talk talk and then talk
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talk about everything you can under the sun everything
a
of
of
the church
assume
because
member
being
dont
that you feel the same way about things or that you value
the same things dont make any assumptions talk and
talk and talk and test each other throw out questions

and cover every possible aspect of philosophy
management finances or how you feel about everything
then dont always assume that the things you think are
insignificant in the relationship will stay insignificant later
on sometimes those things are the very things that irritate
you the most C 715

most of the couples in this study were adamant about the importance of
communicating with one another but the ten couples with the best marital

relationships seemed to direct their communication efforts one level further

toward gaining an understanding from the other spouses frame of reference

it is good to communicate ideas feelings and desires with each other

however it appears to be even more productive for a couple to gain
glimpses of different issues from their companions frame of reference

experiences in life like participating in athletic events changing diapers
earning money cleaning the house and sexual intimacy do not always have
the same meaning to both husband and wife

the ability to see these issues

from the spouses perspective can be very beneficial when trying to be

diligent at keeping covenants the old biblical adage do unto others as you
would have them do unto you might not be as functional in a marital context
as

do unto others as they would have you do unto them
there are those who insist that the key to conflict resolution in marriage

is to not get angry

others argue that it is a matter of controlling the tongue

still others stress the importance of preventing patterns of emotional
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withdrawal from each other every one of the thirty two couples in this study
had disagreements misunderstandings and exchanges of anger ironically
the couple who had according to the interviewers evaluation one of the best

marital relationships in the entire sample was the only one to mention

disagreements that culminated with the husband sleeping on the couch
cut differences between the ten high quality
however there are two clear
clearcut
marriages and the four low quality marriages

the first difference is that the

partners in high quality relationships were more consistent in their ability to
see issues from their spouses perspective

think the main way that we resolve our conflicts is by
1
I think we both
discussing it with each other and
10
try to look at each others point of view H 25
2510
1I

another difference is that in the high quality marriages
misunderstandings and arguments are not drawn out over lengthy periods of
time each of the ten couples using their own techniques are able to resolve

marital misunderstandings without depriving the relationship of the care and

nourishment it needs

we have disagreements we do have them but they dont
seem too fiery and stormy and drug out over days or
weeks or months and those kinds of things

1I

am so lucky

32
W 7732

on the other hand

if couples do not communicate they do not deal with

disagreements very effectively if they do not deal with disagreement well
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and come to a resolution of their problems in a timely manner marital

atrophy sets in

but weve had the problem from the time we were dating
until the time we got the divorce we didnt talk so if
something bothered us we just wouldnt speak to each
other for several days that happened from the time we
22
dated till the time we got the divorce W 12
1222

think it was basically lack of communication think that
had we been better about talking about things then we
could have dealt with them if you cant talk about them
20
then you cant really deal with them very well W 12
1220
1I

1I

comply
in addition to covenanting and communicating there is a final aspect of
this process that seems critical to the quality of a marriage relationship it is
to respond to or comply with what each spouse has covenanted to do and has
of
to
with
bated
ones
comply
is
cated
this
way
about
communicated
saying
another
communi
commini
I1

own heartfelt obligations for example if a husband were to covenant to be
willing to bear his spouses burdens and then came to an understanding that
one of her burdens was the night and day 24 hour around the clock

relentless and constant demands of caring for their two little children and a
a
be
very natural thing for the husband to
newborn baby it would seem tp
to

respond to circumstances that required his assistance complying to what
one feels is the correct behavior is theoretically simple but in reality can be a

difficult choice
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an example of this concept described by warner

1992

suppose that

a

young husband is awakened at 300 am by the cries of their newborn son his
initial feeling is to respond to the cry of his baby by getting out of bed
does
this
needs
walking into the next room and attending to the babys
what
babas

husband do

he actually has several options

cries until his wife wakes up

2

1

he could ignore the babys
babas

he could pretend that he is asleep and wish

that the baby would do the same or

3

he could reach over and gently wake

up his wife and kindly remind her that the baby is her responsibility any of
these responses could be justified by explaining that he works three jobs and
only has a six hour window for sleep

he might argue that he unlike his wife

cannot go back to sleep once he gets out of bed he could also insist that his
decision to ignore his heartfelt obligation is equitable in that his job is to

earn a living and her job is to take care of the house and children he might
even claim that his behavior is fair because she is nursing the baby and he
because of his consideration for her does not want to interrupt her lactate

schedule any one of these and many more lines
iines of reas
ordng could be
reasoning

used but one problem remains he has felt to do something in his marriage
that he is not doing
by complying to what one feels is the right thing to do in a marital

context the decisions tend to lean more toward what is right ethical and
faly
justified
and
equitable
bahr
and
bahr
moral and away from what is
bahrandbahr
fair
isfair

1997 eloquently describe the nature of such responses as more reflexive

than cognitive more

a

matter of community identity intuition and reaction

than a realistic weighing of alternatives it is a response to need not an
assessment of possible damage to ones personal projects p 30

consequently these type of choices contribute most efficiently to marital
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growth and maturation and tend to be described as perfect choices at
precisely the right moments
1
1
I
I
of
look
still think
at
years
him
and
eight
marriage
after
1
I
is
listen to my friends
he
perfect
really
practically
hes
and my neighbors complain about their husbands they

wont do this and they wont do that they are such jerks
1
I
to
myself
help
they
thinking
and
cant
dont
and im
think of anything bad to say about him he helps me so
much he just always knows what to do and say W 38
31

he doesnt like dance recitals and all that but hes very
good about going to all the childrens activities parent
teacher conferences etc at the preschool that we send
our children to they have a mother helper program
where a mother goes to help the teacher well hes very
good about taking his turn at going to be the mother
helper no other father does that and the kids think its
wonderful that their dad came to be the mother helper of
the day they get a kick out of that hes just really good
W 10
44
about things like that wio
1044

the

act of choosing to comply to what he feels is the right thing to do in a

particular situation not only is facilitated by ones covenant and
communication it also facilitates more compliance the next time around
1
I
of
call
refer to as heartfelt marital
ethical
what
to
moral
and
the
responding

obligations or HMOs is according to these transcripts an unmistakable
mark of the very best marriages

a
is
home
prevalent source of marital
the

activities and provides a plethora of opportunities for both spouses to

develop their responsiveness to these HMOs when both spouses respond
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morally and ethically to their heartfelt marital obligations the impact on the

marital relationship is almost magical no single statement in this study is
more closely tied to the ten high quality marriages than

he helps around the

house

think that im probably about the luckiest person on
1
1
1
I
I
I
feel
think we have a
do
extremely
lucky
just
earth
1
a
great marriage hes real help at home I see other
1
I
people that dont just feel that weve just about got
everything it really couldnt be much better he enjoys
the children and takes as much responsibility in raising
1
1
we
I
come home I fix dinner and he helps do
them as do
the dishes he helps get the kids bathed as much as or
1
W 10 46
more than I do and we both enjoy it as much wio
1I

24

my husband helps me so much sometimes 1I think 1I
1
could never be married to anybody else im so glad I
finally got enough sense to marry him he is so good W
23 26
2326

another thing about our marriage that helps make it work
is that he is very willing to help me around the house or
1
anywhere else I grew up in a home where my father
1
I
so
my
to
do
the
all
mother
expected
housework
expected to have to do it myself remember the first six
months of our marriage being totally surprised with the
way he was helping out W 50 7
1I

how does this simple choice to comply to our HMOs impact a couples
franki 1962 p 77 an attitude of
marital quality according to viktor frankl
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wanting to do what is right and then actually doing it is absolutely critical to
our happiness both in and out of a marital context

what we really need is a

fundamental change in our attitude toward life our answer must consist not
in talk and meditation but in right action and in right conduct

how does one know what is the right action and right conduct

warners

1992 p

93 response to that question places the knowledge of right

and wrong within the heart of every human being

at the core of every accurate account of our humanity lies
this truth As part of who we are we know right from
wrong to be a person is to be with others in a family or
community and to be with others is to have a deep sense
of our obligations to them
supposedly right and
wrong have no stability from place to place no universal
applicability they depend upon where an individual
happens to be been born and reared what the moral
relativists do not understand is that the law written in the
heart lies deeper than any moral rules
in other words right action and good choices that benefit and foster
some
of
the
our
can
be
found
walls
might
within
heart
marital happiness
refer to this as our conscience others might call it an ethical obligation or it

might be described as a moral summons fundamentally no matter what we
call it this knowledge is available to everyone it is not something we need to

warner
we
As
to
we
heed
do not
need
is
explains
it
something
learn
leam
leab rather
need to go in search of it only to stop resisting it no matter how much we
are willing to spend we cannot find it in any other way warner 1992 p

6

C
3
covenant
of
communicate and comply
process
this
elements
the

work together in an interesting fashion in contributing to the creation of high
71

quality marriages several observations about this process are particularly

poignant the first is that this process requires the best efforts of both
spouses implying that it is most effective if both spouses are faithful to their
covenants effective in their communication and consistent in their
compliance if one spouse is valiant in these activities while the other is

lethargic it tends to deflect their trajectory toward a high quality marriage

this is particularly apparent among the eighteen couples who have good but
not exceptional marriages A distinguishing characteristic of this group is

that one of the spouses has a circumstances a challenge or perhaps an

attitude that prevents full willing and undistracted attention to their
covenant communication and compliance examples of this dichotomy are
found in statements like
28

1

I

love to attend the temple but she wont go H 48

im dying to have a conversation anytime about anything but he almost

never talks

my
17
W 58
or
family lives
5817

two hours away but dont feel

that can visit very often because it is boring to my husband
1I

1I

W 53 48

try to picture the quality of a marital relationship in which one spouse is
to
be
cries
consistent in metaphorically ignoring the babys
pretending
babas

asleep or waking up his or her companion happiness is possible in this kind
of relationship but only as long as the one spouse is a willing host to the other

spousesIs self satiation this scenario describes well the eighteen average
spouse
quality marriages they are by no means totally miserable they have their
moments of hope happiness and even grandeur but they struggle not
necessarily because of dire circumstances but due to differences in their

willingness to covenant communicate and comply

now picture the quality of a marriage relationship if both spouses
consistently disregard their HMOs commitment would be directed toward
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their own growth and development their communication would attempt to
explain or justify their individual points of view and their response to HMOs

would take second seat to what is justified fair or equitable if this couple
were to stay married either the baby and all it represents would be

ignored or the marriage would resemble a blood soaked battlefield with two
people continually engaged in a fight for self fulfillment either way it

would not be a pleasant picture this scenario might typify the three
struggling relationships in this study and the one that is now divorced
A second observation is that this 3 C process seems to be more systemic

than linear

1I

would suggest that a positive change in any one of the three

elements tends to invite a positive corresponding change in the other two

an increase in a couples devotion to their covenant will help both their
communication and their compliance similarly

1I

could argue that effective

communication in a couples relationship would enhance both the desire to
keep the covenant and compliance to HMOs there also seems to be a similar

relationship between spouses

an increase in one spouses dedication to any

of these three aspects of the process invites a correlate improvement in the

other spouses behavior A trademark of the ten terrific marital relationships
seems to be a mutual and consistent effort in all three parts of the process
A third and final observation about this process is that each part of the

process gains strength by being coupled with the other two separated from
each other the parts of the process do not have as much of an impact on a

marital relationship as they do together there is a sense that the couples who

covenant communicate and comply are exponentially happier than the
couples who are effective in just one or two of these areas
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the more consistently both partners repeat this process of covenanting
communicating and complying the more their reverence awe and respect
for each other grow when this happens compliments flow more freely

appropriate responses are more frequent spousal needs are more readily met
and negative interactions diminish the outcome is a sense of satisfaction and
extreme happiness with marriage spouse and life in general
1I

dont think anything anything could ever have done
1I

would have been more fulfilling regardless of whatever
1I think im probably about the luckiest person on earth
1I
1
1
I
I
dol
a
we
feel
lucky
do
great
extremely
have
think
doi
1
1
I
marriage see other people that dont I just feel that
1
weve just about got everything I feel like it couldnt be
W 10 45much better it really couldnt be much better wio
47

havent regretted for minute being married

was
1
so
always worried when I was a teenager cause everybody
painted such a dismal picture
after talking with those
premarital counselors
they were all worried
and
very much against our getting married
it was a real
concern eternitys a long time
its not something to be
you
know we waited for the ghost to
taken very lightly
come out and scare us the boogie man to come out that
us and it just never did
was supposed to be inside of usand
our marriage has been absolutely perfect H 3 25
27
2527
1I

see figure

a

4 for a

visual representation of the
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3 C

process

1I

4
figure

CREATING HIGH QUALITY MARRIAGES
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A PARADIGM OF HIGH QUALITY MARRIAGE

other centered vs self centered
my initial approach to the data in this study was to focus on behavioral

patterns and marital activities that might help better understand the
differences between the high and low quality marriages in this sample

ie

focusing on what the couples are doing to create a high quality marriage

after most of the data had been axial coded began to notice references to
1I

two general types of behavior

1

activities and actions engendered by a

concern for self and 2 those initiated because of a concern for others these

two types of behavior are delineated in the following comments

the most difficult part of being married is that you have
to be a little bit unselfish there is one other person that
you have to take care of and you cant do everything that
1
you want all of the time I think that is healthy
people
that do what they want all the time usually arent very fun
to be around for example if you are watching television
you
have to
and she wants to watch something else
make a decision are you going to be a jerk or are you
16
going to let her watch what she wants H 50
5016

husband it seems like we are more concerned about
1
1
I
each other its like worry more about her than I do
1
1
I
I
too
do
think we are
about myself wife and
interested in making sure that our relationship stays
compatible and maybe even thinking that the other person
you
have to be flexible
is important too husband
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forget yourself
learn how to adapt
to give up things C 37 8899

1I

and be willing

then began to see some parallels to selfless behavior the couples who

were most consistent in manifesting selfless types of behavior were the same

couples who were describing each other as sensitive kind patient

supportive etc this indicated that the categories of sensitivity kindness and
1
of
of
patience were subset properties the larger category selflessness As I

compared and contrasted the category of selflessness with all the transcripts
it became clear that the ten high quality marriages had the most frequent

references to and examples of this selfless type of behavior in other words it

appeared that the most unselfish couples had the highest quality marriages

however one question begged an answer what is it that engenders selfless
attitudes and behavior how can we explain why some couples seem to be so
selfless while others are so selfish

the following quote offered a clue

well overall id have to say that id evaluate marriage as
th producing the challenges that have
bonding and grow
growth
come with it which we have met and dealt with have
1
I think that it has helped me to by
produced growth
experience learn more about love and selflessness self
cente
centeredness
redness was kind of an issue in our early years of
marriage that detracted

the

16
H 8816

term self centeredness implies a way of thinking or paradigm a term

coined by david reiss 1981

the idea is that ones paradigmatic orientation

influences behavior hence selfish behavior springs from a self centered

paradigm and selfless behavior from an other centered paradigm
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As began looking for references to and evidence of these two
1I

paradigms it became clear that this other centered paradigmatic orientation
was a key antecedent condition that led to the occurrence of selfless

behavior as well as the development of high quality marital relationships

consequently the term other centered paradigm became the new label for the
old category of selflessness

the ten couples with high quality marital

relationships tend to function most consistently from an other centered way
of thinking

this way of thinking seems to facilitate marital activities choices

freely without compulsion force or resentment
and acts that are offered greely

and manifest in every aspect of marriage
1I

think ive in

a

positive way been able to learn

selflessness and over the last few years really been able to
16
do it with a good heart without resentment H 8816

husband it goes beyond temple marriage have seen
couples that are not married in the temple that have better
marriages than those that are married in the temple
wife we are concerned a lot about the other person and
that comes through in every aspect C 37 8
a

1I

several implications in these last two comments deserve discussion the
first is the idea the covenant goes beyond a temple marriage keeping the

covenants invites participants to turn their focus away from self and toward
others for those who take these covenants seriously the very act of keeping

ones covenant encourages a way of thinking and consequently

a

way of

behaving that is other centered however if a couple choose not to adhere to
the conditions of this covenant it is possible that they would have no marital
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advantage over those who are not married in the temple

in essence

a

couples devotion to their covenant seems to be at least as critical to the
creation of marital quality as being married in the temple

another implication is that a selfless concern for the growth and
development of ones spouse is something so fundamental to relationship
quality that it is manifest in many different marital aspects however it must
be done with a good heart without resentment

other centered behavior

although conducive to a high quality marriage is something that might be
difficult to fake

1I

will discuss in detail later in this chapter what the spouse

and marital relationship look like from an other centered perspective
A final implication has to do with how a couple gain this other centered

way of thinking

an other centered paradigm seems to be so synonymous

with the unity companionship and affection of high quality marriages why

would a couple want to even try another orientation why arent every
married couple doing their best to maintain this approach in their marriage
A careful reading of the previous quotes suggests the idea that this paradigm
is learned rather than something that comes automatically with the marriage

license

this idea of learning or developing such an approach to life and

marriage is beautifully described in the following dialogue in the
paracelsus a poem by robert browning 1909 p 222
223
222223

there was a time when was happy said brownings
paracelsus and when was that asked his friend festus
1
paracelsus
I
to
man
the
time
myself
vowed
replied
the
great god they judgments are inscrutable said the
paracelsus
a
is
continued
natural
there
festus the
1I

longing of the heart for fullness and found it it is to live
in all things outside yourself in love this is the life of
1I
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god in him it

is accomplished and perfect but in all
created things it is a lesson learned slowly and with much

difficulty

1I

submit the idea that learning to live in all things outside yourself in

love defines an other centered orientation in marriage

the paradigmatic

orientation illustrated in the following comment is consistently associated
with high quality marital relationships in this sample

never felt like needed time for myself
its never
1
mattered to me I always just wanted to be doing things
with the kids or doing things with him husband W 38
1I

1I

31

on the other side of the fence

a self

centered orientation seems to be the

prevalent paradigm in the transcripts of the couples with marriages that are
struggling
know sometimes need to be more concerned about his
feelings
if there is ever an argument its because ive
1
I werent selfish in some things it would
if
been selfish
31
be better W 41
4131
1I

1I

lot of science courses
and wanted to study nursing she went to work right after
1
we were married so I could finish college
she has
always been very achievement oriented and is a very good
very
capable and bright and she wanted very
student
much to continue with her studies and get a nursing
1
1
I
I
very
wasnt
supportive was oblivious
but
degree
1
1
I
I
was
think
that could have
to what she
experiencing

when she was in college she had
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a

been more in tune with what she was experiencing and
1
I think on my part that was a
how she was feeling
problem H 12 5588

the trademark of the eighteen average quality marriages is a pattern of
one spouse operating predominantly from a self centered paradigm while the

other is more consistent in coming from an other centered paradigm this

paradigmatic paradox is manifest in one spouses disregard for the other

spouses feelings or perhaps an inability of one spouse to sense the effect of a
certain attitude or behavior on the other spouse it is as though one partner is
so caught up in his or her own world that he or she is unaware of how words

and attitudes affect the spouse this scenario is illustrated in the following
comments
1
1
I
of
to
have be very careful how say things and what I say
without offending her
sometimes it takes days to plan
out how im going to say something
its like walking on
eggs trying to decide the best way to talk about something
so the things we talk about
without making her upset
are not reat
real crucial things H 23
2388899

1I

if could stay at work once a week until six

oclock know
but because of her

1I

1I

would get a lot accomplished
1
14
reaction I dont dare stay past five H 23
2314
1I

exercise and diet and feel good about my appearance
like hell ask
but hes always on me about my weight
1
when are you going to do something about this or I
guess im just going to have to learn to live with you like
this or if it wasnt for your weight wed never have
1I
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anything to fight about
like ill go sit on his lap and
hell pinch a roll of fat and say are you ever going to take
care of this

W 53 45

my family lives in san diego about two hours away but 1I
1
dont feel that I can visit very often because it is boring to
my husband he just sits there and he always complains
that they dont have anything to do where id be content
and satisfied just to sit and talk
its real boring to him
so we dont go very often W 53
48
5348

1I

also noticed among these eighteen average quality marriages a hint of

incongruence when the participants are interviewed individually in their
response to questions about the status or quality of their marriage one
spouse paints a picture of total marital bliss while the other in a separate and

private interview expresses serious concerns about several aspects of their
marital relationship these are just a few indications of a little less unity less
effective communication and a sense not being quite as in tune with each

others burdens as the high quality marriages are
A self centered orientation is not only associated with marital struggles

in this sample but has been linked with lower quality marriages in other

literature as well loveless 1996 explains several reasons why a self centered
way of living is incongruent with high quality marriage relationships

the

first is that if love or happiness is based on self satisfaction the supply will

always be inadequate because our needs and wants are usually infinite

second emphasizing the needs of one spouse will automatically
deemphasize the needs of the other leaving one spouse at the mercy of the

others needs this approach he explains is inherently parasitic requiring
82

for its very existence either a nonhedonistic host or at least an unhappy person

who is coerced in some way to do the happy persons will
4

loveless 1996 p

finally if marriages are deemed good only as long as an individuals

needs are met what happens if something outside the couples control
negates self satisfaction or if one spouse cannot keep pace with the other

spouses demands the answer is clearly evident in our nations divorce and
abuse statistics
yankedovich
yankelovich
Yank elovich 1981 adds a description of the psychological dilemma

created by this self centered search for fulfillment

many truly committed self fulfillment seekers focus so
sharply on their own needs that instead of achieving the
more intimate relationships they desire they grow farther
apart from other in dwelling on their own needs they
discover that the inner journey brings loneliness and

depression they are caught in a debilitating
contradiction their goal is to expand their lives by
reaching beyond the self but the strategy they employ
constricts them drawing them inward toward an ever
1
narrowing closed off 1I p 42
in light of the association between other centered paradigm and high
quality marital relationship

1I

posit the notion that the greater a couples

ability to maintain an other centered orientation in marriage the greater will
be the quality of their relationship one school of thought in the social
sciences describes humans as relational beings if humans are in fact

relational beings it would seem that the quality of our marital relationships
might be tied to our moral and ethical responsiveness to each other if both

spouses were predominantly other centered and had a mutual concern for
83

the other this would invite the love and ensuing high quality marital

being therefore
wellbeing
relationships that are so essential to our well

a critical

choice in the creation of marital quality is whether to act from an other

centered or a self centered orientation

another way to articulate this idea is that the quality of a marital
relationship might be defined by the number and consistency of a couples
other centered marital choices this idea is much easier to talk about than to
practice but it holds the possibility of having much to do with the quality of

our marital relationships

paradigmatic shifts to other centeredness

the data in this sample are not sufficient to determine whether the choice
to be other centered is made moment by moment day by day or just once in
a

couples married life nonetheless comments such as the following

intimate that occasional shifts to an other centered way of thinking are
necessary

think back on it now and was kind of a heel was more
1
interested in my own self gratification than I was in her
1
I
and that was probably the main part of the problem
think we reached a balance after about the first year of our
marriage and realized what the needs of the other person
were and adopted those to our own desires after that we
had relatively few problems H 5015
1I

1I

1I

this shift from a self centered to an other centered paradigm will be labeled
in this study and a paradigmatic shift or PDS
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it is something very real but

not obtrusive A paradigmatic shift is not easily detected in one or two
concise statements

none of the respondents said things were not going

well in our marriage so we changed our paradigmatic orientation and since

the identification of this shift requires

then everything has been fabulous

the analysis of an entire dialogue or a complete story because of the

significant nature of this paradigmatic shift and its impact on marital

relationships a brief discussion is in order

the concept of qualitative shifts

in our perceptions of life does not

undate marital quality literature the few scholars who have published
innundate
inn
something about this phenomenon explain that this type of a shift facilitates a

reorganization of the individuals inner psychological world as well as
external behavior consequently such a shift encompasses two significant
activities

cow an
cowan

a qualitative shift in perceptions of oneself and the

1

1991 p 15

and

2 a

world

concomitant behavioral shift that can be

observed by others hawkins christiansen and sargent 1993 p 533

these

cognitive and behavioral shifts change the way couples see themselves their
spouses and their marriage as well as the way they behave it is as though
one sees the world through new eyes

although this was the most difficult aspect of marriage to detect in the
transcripts

1I

consider it to be a powerful precursor of a high quality

marriage after spending much time reading the transcripts asking questions
of the data and trying to understand the dynamics of the two paradigmatic

orientations

1I

was reading one of the interviews with the following

description of a marriage from the wifes
cifes point of view
packed my bags and my plan was to go to work and not
1
I was working six days a week it was
come back
1I
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summertime and was seven months pregnant

felt
1
1
I
terrible felt miserable he didnt have a job I knew id
come home to this house with no drapes no lawn no
furniture and a husband who was sitting there id be
exhausted after having gotten up at 530 there would be
1
I had dreamed that
no food to eat
it was horrible
1
we would have our home and that I would be out buying
cute baby things and wed have this cute baby room and
1
none of that was happening and I was very very upset
1
I hated him because it was
with that whole situation
1
his fault that I had to work he was supposed to be taking
care of me he was supposed to be taking care of our
1
family it wasnt fair I had always been good why had
the lord punished me like this W 8 25 3311
1I

shortly after reading the account of her frustrations

1I

1I

read another quote

from the same wife regarding her feelings about her marriage

think marriage is wonderful 1I do 1I just love it most of
my friends are women who always dreamed that they
would get married and that life would be heavenly many
of them are dissatisfied with how their husbands take care
1
I have a husband who is just
of and help with the kids
wonderful theyre all saying if my husband died
1
tomorrow id be grateful and I would never marry again
1
I
me
been
has
wonderful
marriage
just have loved it
for
8
32
W
for
so
me
been
good
832
its
1I

what happened did she marry a different man A more detailed
examination of the interview led to an interesting insight it was not change
of spouse a change in circumstance or a change in financial situation it was
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a change in the way she saw

herself her spouse and her marriage here is

how she described it

id

met some wonderful people and discovered that brian

and

1I

had really worked out

relationship

real supportive

a

could come home

could talk to him
about what was happening and he was very supportive of
1I

1I

me working learning and growing he was very willing
1
fix
to help with the kids clean the house
meals I noticed

my friends that had just gotten married and their
husbands had gone off to work when their husbands
came home they really had a hard time this babys
babas crying
1
what should I do brian didnt have to ask any of those
questions because he knew what to do he took care of
1
1
so
I
I just decided that it had been
them as much as did
1
really beneficial for me to work I had developed a lot
personally
it was beneficial for us as a family because
my children really got to know him
they learned that
1
he could take care of them as well as I could
it wasnt
his fault that he didnt make a lot of money
he had a
1
1
I
lot of other plusses
decided I needed
plussas going for him
1
to give that cross up so I did W 8 26

how did it happen all she said to answer that question is

1

I

met some

wonderful people who apparently helped her discover something about
her relationship that she had not recognized before after thinking about her

situation with this new perspective she decided that there were several
benefits of working that she apparently had not thought about before and

then she determined to give up that cross so did
1I

it is possible that her

comans
husband made a sudden and dramatic change that initiated this womans
attitude about him but based on the context of this interview and an analysis
of her husbands interview the stark difference in her comments was the
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result of a change in her paradigmatic orientation which had an impact on
her feelings and on her behavior before the paradigmatic shift this young

mothers concern seemed to focus on what was good profitable and fair for
me

after the shift her focus seemed to be her marital relationship and family

before the change she attributed her misery barren home and horrible

situation to her husband using his lack of income as the justification for her
feelings after the shift she acknowledged the situation but looked at the

benefits rather than the drawbacks before the shift she saw her husband in

terms of how useful he was to her and what he was doing to her after the

andoy
change she seemed more aware of what his contributionsor
the
her
sor
andor
contributions
for
contribution
family before the shift there was a sense of being separate isolated

burdened and alone after giving up the cross there is a sense of being
connected and content
1I

propose that these paradigmatic shifts are essential in overcoming the

experience of separateness which according to erich fromm 1956 is the
source of all anxiety and overcoming it is one of mans deepest needs such a

paradigmatic shift also seems to be a critical precursor to creating the kind of
marriage described by the same spouse who at one point had packed her bags
and did not intend to return to her home
have a husband
think its wonderful
just love it
who is just wonderful
for me marriage has been
1
wonderful I just have loved it its been so good for me
1I

1I

1I

32
W 8832

the paradigmatic shift illustrated in this example is much different from
a

positive mental attitude it is an outward shift of focus away from self and
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toward others in which the emphasis and priority is centered on what
benefits ones spouse marriage and family not necessarily what is positive

this change not only impacts the cognitions and behavior of the individual
making the shift but also seems to systemically invite a corresponding change
her consider the following example
him
in those around higher
himher

couple number forty had been married for three years the husband was
going to school and trying to finish his masters degree working full time
serving in a very demanding position in his church and attempting to

building a new home the wife was also going to school trying to complete
her bachelors degree and raise two small children and had just given birth to
a new baby boy born with a cleft lip and pallet which required one surgery

after another followed by several months of isolation from public situations

the wife describes this period of her marriage
it was like living a nightmare in real life it was terrible
we were both going just like this all the time and trying to
deal with all these problems at the same time it was just
1
1
I
horrible
was so stressed out I wasnt eating right or
every time we tried to talk id just blow
sleeping well
up and he would just sit and say nothing there was just
no communication
close
up and wouldnt
just
hed
we were both so head strong we clashed
say anything
on a lot of things even in games were just both really
1
1
I
I
never
it
really
then
until
realized
competitive
11
had depression and developed an ulcer W 40 8811

fortunately something happened to change this couples relationship for the
better she continues
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im not sure exactly what changed all that but yeah all of
a sudden he started communicating with me really it
our marriage used to be just terrible but now
great

its

W 8837
37

although the wife really wasnt sure why or exactly what happened the
change in her relationship had a drastic impact on her emotional and physical
well
being
wellbeing

an analysis of their situation reveals that it had no association to a

change of employment church calling or finishing the new home during

this time period the husband did not complete his masters program in fact
she said he failed his comprehensive exams the first time he took them

however the change can be linked to a paradigmatic shift which the husband
describes in the following account

used to win every argument made sure did was the
1
1
I
I
man she was wrong
and made sure she knew it
1
can see now that I was trying to keep my nose clean and
make hers dirty by trying to make everything her fault
1I guess it was what the doctor told me
hey youve got
some serious problems here and if you dont help her out
1
I
ashes
to
worse
an
ulcer
have
than
problems
going
just
shes
1
I was the
started to look at the situation differently
1
major cause of her depression because I was gone all the
1
time with school and all those pressures and I didnt
1
1
I
realize it
started saying to myself what do I need to
change now we can sit down and talk about our
10
problems and resolve them H 40 8810
1I

1I

1I

1I

suffer
from
marital
what
with
challenging
relationships
couples
the

might be called paradigmatic paralysis and never or rarely make that
much needed shift away from self my prognosis is that couples who live life
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with a self centered paradigm may encounter moments of happiness but they
will most often find themselves living a life that is contrary to human nature

separate isolated and alone therapeutically pursuing

a

paradigmatic shift

away from self has the possibility of being more profitable for discontented

couples than creating changes in their communication techniques A

paradigmatic shift might have more of an impact on the quality of marriage

than an upward shift in income

the data are not sufficient to indicate exactly what initiates a PDS but an
overview of the previous two examples hints at the possibility that PDSs may
have an association with marital crisis in both situations the couples or at
least one of the partners encountered a severe crisis in their marriage

ie the

young mothers extreme dissatisfaction with her marital situation that led to
the decision to pack her bags and the husbands encounter with the doctor

wiges
him
advising
that his wifes
cifes condition was very serious and could get worse if

something drastic didnt happen rather quickly
PDS with marital crisis is very congruent with

the idea of associating a

reiss

1981

assertion that there

is very little change in paradigms when life in uncomplicated and smooth

running however reiss explains when stressful situations arise families
tend to begin questioning old ways of thinking and standard ways of

operating they consequently develop new strategies and paradigms for
coping with the stress

my explanation about what facilitates a paradigmatic shift combines both
the concept learning and the concept of crisis

1I

suggest that a paradigmatic

shift to other centeredness is something that is learned or developed by

working through crisis and challenges that invariably

surface in a

marriage

would also argue that the process of working through these problems is
91

1I

facilitated as couples become more devoted to their covenant obligations
facilitating a change of focus from self to others more effective in their
m it n ica te understand each others burdens and more
communicate
ability to com

consistent in complying with their HMOs one husband described the
process as one of learning selflessness by dealing with the challenges crisis of

marriage
as
th prod
evaluate
bonding and grow
ucing
marriage
growth
acing
producing
id
the challenges that have come with it which we have met
1
I think that it
and dealt with have produced growth
has helped me to by experience learn more about love
and selflessness H 816

lets

take a look at what a spouse and marital responsibility looks like with

the new eyes of an other centered paradigm

an other centered perspective of spouse
in a self centered paradigm the primary thrust seems to be a concern for
the life and growth of self and how well ones spouse satisfies needs from an

other centered paradigm the genuine concern is directed toward the growth
and development of the spouse couched in this concern for the life and

growth of the spouse is an ability to look at ones companion as a real person
with feelings thoughts and emotions rather than an object an obstacle or a
source of irritation with this type of perspective there is an absence of

exploitation the

focus is not on how profitable a spouse is how useful a

companion might be how satisfying fair or equitable the relationship is

rather as one couple put it how effective we are in making each other
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happy C 28 7 this view also augments the value of the spouse and
importance of the relationship

with such a view of ones companion

the disagreements you have take on different tone
a

1I

mean the flamboyant emotional self pity hurt type of
things you tend to get rid of those and you realize that
you
you dont want to hurt this person anymore
realize
we have had this disagreement and this is what we need
to do to resolve it

13
C 7713

you need to realize that we are first not our job not the
1
church but beth and I are first thats what it is
there
are couples around here the husband is always working
and ashes
shes at home alone or she is this and that and career
15
oriented they are each seeking their own C 52
5215

an other centered perspective of marital responsibility
A self centered orientation of marital responsibility places the blame for

problems on the spouse other people circumstances or upbringing from
such a perspective it is usually someone elses
alses fault that things are not going
the way they should common indicators of this perspective are phrases such

you
make me so angry
as
and

1

I

thats just the way

cant help it thats the way was raised
1I

1I

am

its not my fault

in an other oriented

approach the spouse tends to accept responsibility for hisher
aisher own feelings
and behavior

although it is natural for human beings to justify mistakes and blame
others for unwanted feelings and situations the couples in this sample with
some of the best relationships were more prone to assume responsibility for
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their own feelings and concentrate more on what can do to improve the
1I1I

situation than what my spouse should do
is me
cant change them
1
1
I
I
am doing to contribute to a
to
what
discover
have
and
1
problem and not contributing to the solution and that I
1
have to do what I can to resolve it in my mind in my
attitude and performance H 7 25

the only thing can change

1I

1I

guess look at it as you have to be committed enough to
and you cant think that you
this person and love them
are going to change this person W 23 21
1I

1I

if there is a point of contention we are both willing to look
at it and say well maybe im wrong C 50 6

was the
started to look at the situation differently
1
major cause of her depression because I was gone all the
1
time with school and all those pressures and I didnt
1
1
I
realize it
started saying to myself what do I need to
change now we can sit down and talk about our
10
40 8810
problems and resolve them H 408
1I

see figure
figure

6

1I

5 for a

visual representation of this other centered paradigm and

for a side by side comparison the self centered vs the other

centered paradigm
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life
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concerned with receiving
1
I want
vehicle
what
object
to
as
views spouse
and obstacle to what 1I dont have

fife
ilfe and development of
life
primary concern is hife
spouse
tends to be giving
views spouse as a real person with feelings
thoughts and emotions

perspectives of
marital responsibility

places responsibility of unwanted feelings and
circumstances on others
focuses on what others should do to improve
the situation

accepts responsibility for own feelings
circumstances and behavior
1
focuses on what I can do to make
the situation better
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A

characteristic

OF HIGH QUALITY MARRIAGE

in the analysis of these data love seems to be everywhere and without
question is the characteristic of the high quality marital relationships love is

congruent with almost every other category yet it does not comfortably fit
into any particular one it is mentioned in almost every interview and is

particularly dominant in the responses of the couples with extremely happy
relationships however

1I

found it difficult to classify love as any specific

part of the paradigm model love is too inclusive to relegate it as an
antecedent condition too interactive to be an intervening condition and too
general to be part of the context

1
one
my
analysis I placed love as
point in
at

the phenomenon but it just did not fit as well as a more general category like

high quality marital relationships in another draft considered love as the
1I

primary intervening condition only to drop it in favor of economic cultural
and religious conditions

in my attempts to make sense of how love relates

to the rest of the data several relevant ideas finally surfaced

it became

evident that love is as much a part of the paradigm and the process as it is the

reward for several of the respondents love is not only viewed as a reward of
a

great relationship but also the requisite it is not only that which defines a

good marriage but also that which propels it when asked what the secret to
success in marriage is several couples responded similar to this

would say for me it would be our love my love for
1
iove the love of my family
him H I would have to say love
1
I
me
to
love
make
work
this
marriage
keeps
dedicated
her and wouldnt do anything to harm that relationship
1
11
10
even though I might at the moment be angry C 28
1011
2810
loii
loil
W

1I
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at first glance

the quality of love and the concept of a high quality

marriage may appear to be synonymous in fact there are several similarities

yet conceptually they are different in that love is an attitude an activity and
an emotion while the concept of a high quality marriage is an outcome

noller 1996 in defining the kind of love that supports marriage and
family orchestrates her analysis around the assumption that love has three

components cognitive behavioral and emotional

the couples interviewed

in this study use three similar components in their descriptions of high

quality marriages however rather than using the words cognitive

behavioral and emotional they describe the three components of love as
unity companionship and affection

unity was described as pulling together as a cohesive unit
it

working together

supporting each other in everything we do

together and heading in the same direction

pulling

another couple with an

exceptional marriage described it this way
to
you
have
the
idea
that
plan things together and
its
work things out together it is not always a matter of
heres all the stuff that needs to be done lets split it
you
take this half and ill take that
down the middle
a
it
way
not
the
works
its coordinated working
thats
13
C 7713

the descriptions of companionship include statements like spending
time together

having someone to be with and not being alone

having

someone to talk to having someone to do things with and coming to each
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other for ideas

when asked what the most gratifying part of marriage is one

wife stated
a
of
as
one
person was the best thing the
closeness
the
companionship whether it is going to the store together or

going to the movies together
companionship is the best thing

think that the

1I

W 12 23

A couple with one of the better marital relationships described it this way

having someone there that knew could trust that
1I

1I

1
more
me
than that companionship I just
respected

loved coming home to somebody could talk to
somebody thats willing to listen to me and somebody
who never belittles my opinion it has been very very
you
1
I
know we just cant
satisfying and treasure that
wait to get home from work and its a contest who can talk
1I

to whom first about the day at work and the things that
happened and all that kind of stuff it is very meaningful
12 31
to both of us C 881231

different descriptions of the component of affection were a genuine
liking of each other

a feeling of

attraction and having someone to kiss

two spouses with extremely high quality marital relationships

and hug

simply said

hes

very affectionate and he tells me he loves me all the

W 10 46
time wio

am naturally
very beautiful woman
attracted to her long hair and she knows it H 7 28

1I

think she

is a

1I
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there is a sense that love in a marriage relationship

is incomplete

without a balance of all three components for example the common phrase
talk is cheap illustrates the dilemma of having loving words without loving

activities activities not coupled with a loving emotion tend to be received as

shallow manipulative or fake all the loving emotion in the world seems

incomplete without the words

1

I

love you

another point of interest is that the loving relationships in this study do
not have equal proportions of each dimension each relationship has very
subtle yet different combinations of the cognitive behavioral and emotional

components some relationships have a nice mix of all three components

others seem to be missing one or two of them if a couple exude
companionship and unity but lack the component of affection there is a
sense that something is missing from the relationship it just does not have

that spark and feeling of vitality that some of the more balanced relationships

the same could be said about marriages marked with much affection but
lacking companionship or unity an appropriate balance of each component
do

seems to be important each marital relationship is unique differentiated by

subtle mixes of each dimension none of the relationships in this sample were

yet
same
the
were
every extremely loving
any exactly
perfect nor
companionship seems to exude a healthy balance of all three components

erich fromm 1956 p
receiving

18

described love as primarily giving not

if this is true then several important assumptions about love

deserve our attention first love is primarily relational it requires the
existence of another to whom something is given second love springs from a

heartfelt desire to benefit the life of another if the activity is initiated by a
feeling other than to help or benefit the life and development of another

100

person it is not love finally love cannot be the result of compulsion or
force if a spouses behavior is forced manipulated or coerced it is not love

see figure

7 for a

visual representation of love in relation to the

3 C

process

and an other centered paradigm

with these thoughts in mind it should be clear that marriage is a perfect
context for the optimum experience of love other than the family realm

1I

cannot think of another situation that would be any better for the expression

yet
we must be mindful of several cautions and
and experience of love
some questions must be asked Is a sexual experience between a married

couple an expression of love if they are doing it for self satisfaction Is sexual

fourteen
teen year oid
intimacy between two four
old high school students love Is it love
to tell a spouse that you like the meal when you really dont Is it possible to
force a spouse to love you what might be the most effective way to enhance

the level of love in your relationship
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GUIDING

principles OF HIGH QUALITY MARRIAGE

As properties dimensions and ranges of high quality marriages were

more fully developed several insights regarding the nature of high quality

marriages emerged

1I

refer to these as general principles of high quality

marriages meaning that they are not about one particular marriage but
principles regarding the nature of high quality marriages in general these
ideas work in conjunction with and at the same time help us better

understand the process paradigm and characteristic that has been described

they demand our attention and deserve a discussion because of the way in
which they help us understand how it all fits together according to the

respondents of this study high quality marriages are mutually created
require constant nurturing and are dynamic

high quality marriages are mutually created

the term mutually underscores the impact of both partners
action
participation in the marital process whether through action or non
nonaction

verbal or nonverbal commitment or withdrawal the choices of both partners
have an effect of the quality of the relationship it seems however that the

creation of a high quality marital relationship demands the best efforts of both

partners not just one one partner can contribute to marital dysfunction but
the efforts of both partners are necessary to achieve maximum quality if

either of the partners gives up loses his or her desire to work together or
becomes distracted by other activities it can frustrate the process when

asked what makes your marriage strong and successful
103

the ten couples

with the best relationship punctuated the idea that both partners need to be
involved in the marital process
1I

think both my wife and really try to make our marriage
1I

work and think thats big factor
where feel
1
successful in our marriage I feel good about the things
that were doing that were trying to do we work with
1
18
each other and I think thats the point H 25
2518
1I

1I

a

1I

say probably that we are both willing to give in

C 50

6

you have to work with what you have got and you both
have to give a little bit

at first glance

W 23 21

it is obvious that both partners need to be involved and

that both need to work together however a closer look at the phrases
reveals something very specific that both need to be doing both need to be
if

willing to give in

each other

both have to give a little bit

both have to work with

what does it mean in a marital context to give in

bit and work with each other

give a little

what is being given what are they giving

in to in what way are spouses required to work together

based on the comments of couples with some of the best marital

relationships both couples need to give up personal desires for the good of
the relationship

both partners must be willing to give in to what they feel is

right for the marriage as opposed to self both must be willing to work with
each other for the good of the marriage rather than focusing on self

fulfillment

one husband summarized the idea this way
104

a
of
to
is
be
difficult
you
that
have
most
part
marriage
the
little bit unselfish there is one other person that you have
to take care of and you just cant do everything you want
1
16
all the time I think that is healthy H 50
5016

the term created was chosen to imply an active and ongoing process
which the couples are continually part of and contribute to high quality
marital relationships are not something these couples found stumbled across
or inherited rather they are created similarly miserable marital

relationships although easier to stumble into are also the creation of the
couple

the couples environment circumstances and parental role models

constitute the framework within which marital decisions spring but for the

respondents of this study contextual issues by themselves neither explained
nor were consistently associated with marital quality

several couples with extremely dysfunctional
dys functional family of origin
experiences or debilitating circumstances seemed to have very happy

marriages not all but at least four of the ten couples with high quality
marital relationships came from family of origin circumstances that should
have been quite debilitating one wife describes her family of origin this way
grew up in a home where my father was an alcoholic and
my
a
of
the
church
member
not
parents did not have a
very good relationship for the first nine years of my life
and then he went to AA and was sober for three years but
1
I
only had three years of good
after
that
died shortly
memories of them together
hed come home drunk
1
and I remember him beating my mother and all kinds of
the worst things you can imagine
when he was drunk
1I
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he was awful and remember him hitting on my oldest
1
sister I remember him trying to hurt her and jumping on
22
her W 55 20
2022
1I

her husband came from a similar background
1I

think it more traumatic for me than it was for my

brothers because remember my parents fighting so much
before their divorce that was one of the things that when
1
we got married I did not want a divorce at any cost that
1
1
I
was one thing that never wanted to happen when I got
a
on
me
was
divorce
real
for
married
rough
the
1
period of time and then finally I just
stopped seeing
my kids wouldnt recognize
my father very much
him we dont really exchange gifts or card or anything at
birthdays H 55
5555577
1I

the challenges continued after they were married
1I

was not

a

very good cook

1I

just couldnt cook

everything made was a flop
he got an ulcer when we
first got married and he also got mono and lost about
1
five
twenty
twentyfive
pounds he just looked awful and I felt like it
1
was all my fault and his mother was worried and thought I
was killing her son W 55 23
1I

in spite of challenging family of origin circumstances on both sides of the
family and problems during the first years of their marriage this couple have

been able to create a wonderful marital relationship

marriage this way
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the wife describes her

it all comes back to how wonderful feel how happy it
can be and how fulfilled you can feel and how kind he is
1I still am amazed at the kindness he shows it is wonderful
to see him out there growing the beans and picking the
beans and then canning the beans he does a lot of things
1I

that typical men dont do that makes me feel like im an
1
equal and he takes his chores and I take mine and we do
them together
he invites his friends over and says
this is my wife this is what she does this is her yard
1
I
me
am pretty and beautiful
tells
that
always
he
he
tells me that he loves me time and time again every day
1I bet he has told me today twice already and he has only
been home from work since five
he is always
complementing me W 5524 27

two of the ten couples with great marriages had rather severe circumstantial
challenges that did not seem to erode the quality of their relationship for
example the husband of couple number thirty eight is out of work he feels

inadequate as a husband and troubled that he has not found employment for
over three months their income is meager his wife works full time even

yet
to
from
be
she
the
home
hates
away
having
though
despite the
circumstances she made the comment about their marriage
1
of
look
at him and I still think
after eight years marriage
1
I
he
is
listen to my friends
perfect
really
practically
hes
and my neighbors complain about their husbands they
1I

wont do this and they wont do that they are such jerks
1
and they dont help and im thinking to myself I cant
think of anything bad to say about him he helps me so
much he just always knows what to do and say W 38
31
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one husband with a high quality marriage described his upbringing as
follows

was pretty moody as an adolescent was really
1
1
I
a
emotional go pretty depressed lot of times but I was
1
always inward about it I remember putting on all the sad
1
songs moping around the house and thinking oh I just
1I

1I

As a family we were not well
wish could kill myself
off financially
my dad is kind of a mountain man type
we never went anywhere very often but when we did
we always hoped the car wouldnt break down my father
came from a background of alcoholism on both sides
multiple marriages and divorces H 8 8
1I

despite a rather rough family of origin here is how his wife describe their
marital relationship

dont have any worries
1
do I just love it
1I

wonderful

1I

1I

think marriage is wonderful
have a husband who is just

1I

32
W 8832

in the marital quality literature economic adequacy age at marriage
emotional stability positive parental role models etc are tightly associated

with high quality marriage among the ten high quality marriages in this
study it wasnt so much circumstance and life experiences as it was their
choices about and responses to what happened to them
a

the quality then

is

creation that tends to lean a little more toward how couples deal with their

challenges than to what kind of challenges they have

there are many trials that come into our lives that we
dont have any control over sometimes people do make
108

wrong choices
but you can make things that happen
you
all right
can work them out bad things happen and
our happiness is determined on how we handle them
because there are lots of people that have miserable things
15
happen that are still happy H 12
1215

another nuance in this narrative of marital quality is that similar
circumstances and life experiences impacted each of the couples in different
ways for example the divorce of parents strengthened the resolve of couples

number eight and fifty five to avoid similar experiences for others like the
wife of couple number twelve it sanctioned divorce as the means of resolving

painful
life experiences fostered growth in some
marital
her
challenges
marital relationships and festered others there is also evidence in this
sample that brothers and sisters raised in the same family by the same

parents with essentially the same parenting styles have very different
marriages furthermore the very same experiences are handled much
differently by the same couples at various times during their marriage

high quality marriages require constant nurturing

the mutual creation of a high quality marriage requires consistent doses
of care and attention for its growth and development two aspects of this
nurturing process are noteworthy the first is that high quality marital
relationships cannot be neglected marital relationships seem to be more
similar to the growth of a plant than the typical bank account metaphor so

commonly used in describing marital relationships among the couples in
this study consistent care of and regular attending to the marital relationship
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are more productive for marital growth than a big deposit once or twice a

month
if the necessary nourishment is adequately provided in the early stages of
the marriage the young relationship grows quickly and gains the strength

necessary to endure short periods of inclement weather and even moderate

periods of marital drought however if neglected for a prolonged period of
time the relationship will eventually stop growing and begin to die

consistent daily efforts that nurture and groom relationships are necessary to
combat the effects of marital mistakes and neglect

just because youre married doesnt mean that you are
home free each and every day you need to work at it and
you need to keep as much spark in your relationship as
when you were dating C 715

you have to work at it if you dont work at it is like that
scripture that says that faith without works is dead well
1I think it is the same with marriage it is a living entity and
you
it has to be fed
cant just slay the dragon and put it
on the shelf and expect it to live happily ever after it
doesnt work that way H 7 28

one explanation for the need to be consistent in nurturing a marital
relationship is the constant presence of human weaknesses and

everyone
are
has bad days
not
beings
perfect
misunderstandings human
illness tempers disagreements and misunderstandings additionally when

two different people raised by different parents with different backgrounds

who have different tastes likes and dislikes are put together in a marital
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relationship human weaknesses do not disappear they are often

compounded even the couples in this study with the brightest and most
loving relationships had arguments misunderstandings disagreements and
experiences fueled by rather intense feelings of anger however negative

emotions like anger bitterness and resentment do not have to cripple a

marriage if there is a counterbalanced proportion of affection

companionship and unity hence the need for constant nurturing

another possible reason we need to be consistent in nurturing our
marital relationships is that negative emotions and experiences in a marriage
seem to have a much longer shelf life than acts of kindness and compassion

couples tend to remember their spouses mistakes much longer than their
virtues faults weaknesses and disappointments seem to be more quickly
recalled and maintain a stronger presence in marital relationships than simple
acts of kindness care and concern because of this shelf life syndrome

constant and consistent efforts to nourish a relationship in a positive way are

paramount to the important healing processes of forgiving and forgetting
each others inadequacies

these two ideas put together add an interesting perspective to
gortmans
gottmans
Gott mans 1991 explanation of why marriages succeed or fail he found that
even though happily married couples have arguments how they deal with

disagreements in their marriage is the key predictor of marital separation he
explains that if the husband establishes a pattern of emotional withdrawal
after arguing with his wife the marriage is on its way toward separation and

divorce

the information derived from this study not only agrees with

gortmans
gottmans
Gott mans conclusions but might help explain why patterns of emotional
withdrawal are so devastating to a relationship if healthy marriage

ili
lii
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relationships require constant nurturing the emotional withdrawal of either

partner would eliminate the positive nurturing that is so necessary for quality
growth in addition to avoiding patterns of emotional withdrawal after a

misunderstanding the ideas from this study inform us that it would also be
profitable to prescribe an overdose of nurturing activities
A feeling expressed by several of our respondents with a hint of

surprise is that this nurturing process because of human weakness ill
feelings and a natural tendency for self fulfillment requires a little more
effort than they anticipated

its been different than thought harder than thought
1I

1I

1I

work and was
always knew marriage would
1
convinced that I would do that its harder to put in that
1
work than I had realized it seems like sometimes your
spouse is last priority where your time goes it shouldnt
be C 28
2855
take a lot of

1I

high quality marriages are dynamic

the most consistent aspect of marital quality is that it changes
perpetually

weve
W
guess
been
marriage
dynamic
its
you
hear
through so many things together it seems like
about all these things people go through in their marriage
1
16
and I feel like we have gone through everything C 34
3416
H

a

1I
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marital relationships seem to be created by couples choices about and
responses to a myriad of ongoing and ever evolving circumstantial and

developmental life experiences these life experiences create ongoing
changes that require a vast array of responses an immense amount of
flexibility and many adjustments

this is particularly true of the first few

years of marriage

the whole first year of marriage was surprise
a

1I

was

had to do
1
laundry the first three months of marriage I cried
supposed to fix meals and go shopping

1I

1
from
was
away
my family it was new and I was
because
having to learn about how to take care of a home then
1
1
I
the next nine months cried because I was pregnant and
that was a whole new set of emotions certainly the sex
was a new thing it was no no no and then suddenly it is
a yes yes yes to change in one day was just not easy
1I

28
wig
W 19
1928

the changes are not relegated to just the first few years of marriage they
continue

im learning every day that my ideas and perceptions of
certain things are often inaccurate

W 10
and change wio

16

all these changes and a couples response to them influence in some way
some
of
choices seem to greatly
or another the quality the relationship
strengthen the relationship other day to day choices weaken it every
choice however small or insignificant has some effect on marital quality
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over time the marital relationship changes according to the care or the
neglect it receives for most couples the quality of marriage fluctuates at

some
the
different
entire
and
marital experience
varied
times throughout
fluctuate in an upward direction

every year of our marriage has gotten better more love
for each other and more happiness and security

C 28 7

others fluctuate downward

we had been married about three and one half years
she took the trip to chicago to visit her mother and
phoned me from chicago the day before she was due to
come back she said that she was going to stay in chicago
1I

asked her how long she wanted to stay

a week

a

more than a month she said she wanted to
stay there permanently H 1122 6

month

the directional key to this fluctuation seems to be the quality of both
spouses participation coupled with the consistency with which they nurture
their relationships how are these relationships nurtured according to the

previously described conclusions high quality marriages are nurtured by a
behavioral process covenant communicate and comply coupled with a

particular way of thinking an other centered paradigm which engenders a
characteristic of love with an appropriate balance of affection

companionship and unity

remembering that these kinds of relationships are

mutually created require constant nurturing and are dynamic
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CHAPTER 5

implications FOR PRACTICE AND RESEARCH
an answer to the question why
nye
1988 acknowledges a
of
family
fifty
research
year
review
his
in
massive accumulation of marital information but questions the usefulness of

this information in helping us understand why some marriages succeed and
why others end in divorce here is one possible answer to that question
1I

a

infer from the data that high quality marriages have three components

paradigm cognitive a process behavioral and a characteristic of love

emotional

in the previous chapter these three components have been

described separately for explication purposes but in reality they are not
sequential linear or distinct because of the interrelationship of these three
components

1I

suggest that three components would be more accurately

described as three dimensions of high quality marriages for example the
very thought that

1

I

need to be more concerned about my spouse other

centered paradigm
3 C

can dramatically impact complying with spousal needs

process as well as displaying affection love

simultaneously be a choice to do and feel

any choice to think can

A choice made in any one of these

areas can theoretically have a simultaneous effect on the others therefore

when these dimensions are put together

1I

have chosen the visual

representation of a single three dimensional sphere rather than three separate
interconnected circles

1I

will refer to this imaginary three dimensional realm

as a sphere of high quality marital choices
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within this sphere of choices

1I

place all the choices activities and

behaviors that are associated with the process paradigm and characteristic of
high quality marital choices
exceptional marriages this sphere of
ahagh
ahigh

circumscribes any choice or activity having to do with the ac
3c process of

covenant communication and compliance for example any choice to
become more willing to bear a spouses burdens the choice to communicate
in an attempt to better understand those burdens from the spouses

perspective the choice to comply to ones HMOs or any choice to be more
ethical and moral in a marital relationship would all be found within this

sphere choices to the contrary those which detract from the creation of

high quality marriages would be a choice outside this sphere
it is suggested that there are two general ways of thinking an other
centered paradigm and a self centered paradigm since other centered
choices are associated with high quality marriages

1I

have placed these kind

of choices inside sphere of high quality marital choices self centered choices
are those outside the sphere therefore any choice that considers the future
of spouse and family as opposed to what is best for me right now a choice to

make the growth and development of ones spouse a priority or a decision to
accept responsibility for ones own behavior would be a choice from within

this sphere of high quality marital choices choices that emphasize the

moment or are concerned only with self or a view of ones spouse as only as a
vehicle to what want or an obstacle to what dont have or that focus on
1I

1I

what others should do to improve unwanted marital situations would
theoretically come from outside this sphere

any act that enhances the characteristic of love in a relationship would
also be found within this sphere of high quality marital choices any choice
116

that leads to developing the attitude of unity the activity of companionship
or the emotion of affection would be those found inside the sphere

finally this sphere of high quality marital choices would presume
mutuality in the creation of marital quality require regular nurturing and
anticipate some change

the choice to work together nurture a relationship

more consistently or to plan for or work through changes rather than

abandoning ship would also be found inside

these choices represent all three of the fundamental dimensions
behavioral cognitive and emotional they are central to the creation of high
quality marriages and therefore represent the critical domain of marital

happiness the very act of choosing any of the infinite possibilities from
within this sphere would theoretically enhance the quality of a marital
relationship

what invites couples to choose from within this sphere

of high quality

marital choices what helps couples stay congruent with the kind of choices
that support high quality marital relationships

1I

suggest that it all begins

with the act of keeping ones covenant devotion to the conditions of the
covenant turns ones focus away from self and sets the stage for more effective

communication and an increased compliance with heartfelt marital
obligations therefore the invitation to choose from the options within this

sphere comes from participating in the 3 C process

ac
of
behaviors
this
3c
the

to
an
shifts
centered
other
paradigmatic
orientation
process tend to tojacilitate
facilitate
a cognitive orientation

that seems to be necessary for the creation of high

put
together this process and paradigm
quality marital relationships
establish the context in which love flourishes love maintains the momentum

and provides the motivation for a couple to stick with it
117

in summary

participation in the process paradigm and characteristic tends to invite
facilitate and maintain a couples focus on the options from within this
sphere of high quality marital choices
high quality marital
ahagh
ahigh
this sphere of

choices represents the ultimate

context for the creation of a high quality marriage except for one dilemma
the best efforts of both spouses are required to create high quality marriages

not just one if both spouse operate from within this three dimensional sphere
of choices they not only create the ultimate environment for a high quality

marriage but at the same time they select the types of marital activities that
tend to nurture and strengthen relationships

the result is a high quality

marital relationship
if one spouse makes choices from within this sphere while the other

spouse chooses options from outside this split can cause some difficulties for
the effective creation of high quality relationships such a scenario would
allow for some happy moments but they wouldnt come as easily or be as

pronounced as if both spouses were operating from within the sphere of
choices my guess is that there would be an equal mix of some good times

along with the difficult creating a relationship quality that would be average
as long as one spouse is willing to provide for the self oriented spouses

needs
if both spouses are consistent in making choices outside this sphere it
creates an extremely difficult context for marital quality both would

emphasize the moment rather than consider the future both spouses would
focus on what is best for me

each spouse would be primary concerned

about him or herself and place responsibility for unwanted feelings and
circumstances on the other there would be a continual struggle for control
118

and dominance if such a couple were to stay married

1I

would be somewhat

surprised to find anything other than a low quality marriage

this new look at some old but very important issues in marital
relaitonships conveys several possible explanations why some marriages are
so successful and why other marriages end in divorce see figure 8 for a

visual representation of spousal orientations to the sphere of high quality
marital choices and the resultant quality of marriage

the final segment of this chapter will discuss how the results of this
study might be beneficial to relationships that need minor tune ups those
marital relationships
needing major adjustments and pre
premarital
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figure 8
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relationships in need of minor tune ups
1I

suggest that high quality marital relationships are dynamic living

ever changing entities that are mutually created and must be constantly

nurtured these insights about the nature of high quality marriages might be
helpful to couples who are not divorced but are unhappily mired in
mediocre marriages or perhaps couples who are happy but just want to add
a little

enchantment to their marital endeavors from either a therapists or a

self help perspective it would be profitable to explore several areas of a

relationship regarding the nature of high quality marriage the couple might
want to examine their awareness and ac
acknowledgement
knowledgement of developmental and
circumstantial changes in their marital context are the best efforts of both

partners being exercised are both spouses in this partnership giving up
selfish desires and giving in to what they feel is best for the relationship

do

they understand that for most adults a good marriage is a more important

requisite to happiness than educational achievements positions of influence
or financial success how consistent are they is nurturing and grooming their

marital relationship with what kinds of choices and activities do they

nourish their relationship

1I

posit the notion that for most relationships

needing just a minor marital tune up the application of the concepts
regarding the nature of high quality marriage might be sufficient if a
married couple are aware of and acknowledges the changes in their life if
they are consistent in nurturing their relationship and if both partners are

giving their best other centered efforts this would seem sufficient to sustain
the marital growth in a positive direction
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relationships in need of major repairs
1I

a

also suggest that high quality marital relationships are undergirded
under girded by
undergirder

certain process paradigm and a characteristic of love for couples that

need a mechanical overhaul of their marriage rather than a simple tune up it

might be productive to consider all three dimensions behavioral cognitive
and emotional rather than just one or two A productive way to begin the
analysis might be to evaluate the behavioral dimension what a couple are
doing to create their relationship what kind of covenants have they made

are they aware of the conditions of the covenant how devoted are they to
keeping these obligations are both spouses putting forth their best efforts
are they communicating with each other do they know for example what
the burdens of their spouse are do they manifest a mutual willingness to

bear each others burdens are they able to understand one another from their
Is
spouses
spouse perspective does each spouse comply to what he or she feels is

right ethical and moral are there HMOs that are being disregarded can
they identify the general types of choices that both build and break the

quality of their relationship

another focus of analysis might be the cognitive dimension of marriage

ie how the couple are

thinking

do they consider the future and are they

guided by what is right for the spouse marriage and relationship as they
make choices or do they tend to emphasize the moment and focus on what is

best for me right now

what is each spouses primary and heartfelt concern

are they more concerned about giving or receiving do they view each other
as real people with feelings thoughts and emotions or do they view each

other as a vehicle to what they want or obstacle to what they dont have do
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they each accept responsibility for their own feelings circumstance and

behavior
A final dimension of assessment has to do with the characteristic of love

ie

the emotional realm Is the love they describe other centered are both

spouses inspired by a desire to make the other happy or does their focus

are there any

seem to be self satisfaction Is their attitude one of unity

activities of companionship

are there any manifestations of emotion

Is

there a balance of unity companionship and affection in the relationship if

not what is missing and where can the couple improve
gs in self help
settings
these type of questions have application in clinical settin

situations and in marriage enrichment seminars in each of these situations it
is paramount that all three dimensions be addressed 1I propose that it would

be unwise and ineffective to work with only one dimension and ignore the

other two for example if a therapist decided to focus on enhancing a

couples level of commitment but ignored the paradigmatic orientation from
which their commitment springs it is possible that the couple could

concentrate on being more committed to self development self fulfillment

and self satisfaction according to the results of this and other studies such
an approach might be counter productive to the marital happiness they seek
because of the systemic nature of these three dimensions

1I

believe that all

three need to be considered for the best possibility of success
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premarital relationships

these ideas also have application for premarital counselors marriage
preparation classes and premarital compatibility tests if a young college
student asked what qualities in a spouse are most essential for marital
success

what would be your answer

A good education congruent

values financial stability and religious homogamy could be recommended

the list might also include intelligence

a

good work ethic an even

temperament being outgoing or having high morals it might also include
finding someone who is not obsessed with power and control based on the
results of this study

1I

suggest that both prospective partners

1

be devoted

to keeping covenants communicate to better understand how to benefit

spouse and comply to heartfelt marital obligations

centered and

3

2

tend to be other

have a well balanced ability to love unity companionship

affection

the concepts of process paradigm characteristic and governing
principles seem to be consistent with the ten high quality marriages in this
sample although thought provoking these concepts require further
research to gain credibility for the ideas better assess their generalizability
and better understand the process by which an other centered paradigm is
created and maintained

these are strong statements and bold assertions given that the ideas have
come from just one project further research is also needed to assess the

credibility of these paradigmatic propositions to evaluate the
generalizability of the other centered assumptions and to document the effect
of this paradigmatic orientation on couples outside the narrow religious and
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cultural parameters of this sample do these ideas have any validity among
couples with other religious beliefs are they relevant among couples with
no religious beliefs would they be consistent among couples of other

cultures and in different societies around the world
if the ideas of this study are attested in other marital contexts this

knowledge would be helpful in several important areas it would be
fascinating and helpful to create a test or measurement that could quickly and
accurately assess a persons self vs other orientation A little more

consideration of these paradigmatic issues could be more consistently woven
into marriage enhancement seminars marriage preparation classes clinical

settings and premarital compatibility tests

the concept of paradigmatic shifts also holds wonderful possibilities as
an effective way to facilitate a change in attitude invite a change in behavior

and overcome feelings of loneliness separation and certain types of anxiety

however this area will also require further research we need to better
understand what initiates paradigmatic shifts do they occur randomly are
they associated with certain activities or are they self initiated
any way tied to developmental issues

1I

have probably created more

questions in this study than have answered
1I

of

but concluding where began

we cannot afford to give up on such important questions
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are they in
1I

nye
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APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

couple questions
courtship

lets

of 1979 right what day were you

see you were married in

married

tell me about your courtship how did you two meet
her
him
what was your impression the first time you remember seeing higher
himher
when did you begin to feel she was more than just another date what was
happening or had happened
her what was it about higher
him
why were you attracted to higher
himher that made
himher
you want to go out with he
hechim
herhim
her
him
what was it that made you want to continue to date higher
himher
her
him
what was it that made you want to continue to date higher
himher
when did it begin to get really serious what moved it from maybe this is it

rhim

to this is it

how long had you dated before you were engaged how long was your
engagement
a
lot
been
engaged
you
previously
dated
had
after the engagement or before for that matter did you ever consider
breaking off why
do you feel your engagement was too short too long or about right

marital interaction
so where did you live and do job or school after you were married
how was the initial adjustment to marriage
how was marriage different than you expected how was it like you had
expected
when was the most difficult time in your relationship what contributed to
this difficulty
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when was the happiest time in your relationship why
who is leader how are major decisions made
when there are disagreements how are they resolved
what are the things that you give your family strength or cohesiveness what
or 4 things bond you together
what advice could you give someone contemplating marriage what can
they do to prepare
3

children
was
off
the
children
your
pregnancy
with
finish
how
lets
how was the birth
what has it been like raising your children
how do you discipline them
how much time do you spend with your children do you need to spend
more why dont you
what are your prognostications for your children based on what you know
now how do you think each will turn out

individual questions

courtship
what were your criteria for the person you wanted to marry ideal mate
him
her
what did your friends and parents think of higher
himher
what needs do you think you had that you thought your spouse would

fulfill has shehe
shahe been able to fulfill them for you like you expected
why do you think shehe
shahe was attracted to you what needs did shahe
shehe have
that shehe
shahe wanted you to meet

family of origin

now lets switch emphasis a little tell me about your family and where you
fit in

how do you remember your childhood happy sad traumatic
how about your teenage years
how do you remember your parents marriage
how close do you think your parents were
was there anything in your parents marriage you were determined not to
repeat in your own
was there much affection shown in your family
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was there much conflict in your partner s marriage between you and your
parents
was there any drugalcohol
drug alcohol abuse in your family
how did they discipline you any physical or other kinds of abuse
who was the leader in your family who made most of the major decisions
was there much sharing of decision making between your mom and dad

couples marriage
a
me
few areas that are of
now
is
how
ask
you
about
your
in
relationship
let
concern to most couples
are finances an area of concern or conflict
Is the amount of time you have to spend together an are of concern or
conflict
Is there any concern or conflict about the sexual part of your relationship

how about your communication
what has been the most gratifying part of marriage for you personally the

most challenging or difficult
what would you change in the relationship how could it be improved
how do you feel about yourself your self esteem how does your spouse
hurt or help your self esteem
how much time do you or your spouse spend at work do you wish you
could spend more or less time at work or is it about right
how does work affect your marriage and family both negatively and
positively
what church calling do you have would you like to spend more or less
time on your church calling
how does it have negative or positive effects on your marriage and family
how much time do you spend with relatives would you like more or less
or is it about right
do relatives interfere or help family and marriage
a
friend or friends
your
with
spouse
you
time
do
much
without
spend
how
like more or less or same as now
do your friends affect the marriage or family in any way do spouses friends
interfere or help
how much do the two of you socialize with other couples like more less
same
it
are
the
stress
cope
you
with
how
talk
stresses
and
about
main
in
what
lets
your life right now
how do you cope with stress
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how helpful is the gospel prayer church membership
how do they affect your marriage and family life
how does your marriage compare to other marriages
how does marriage compare to other alternatives such as career travel more
money single life
style freedom etc
lifestyle
how does your spouse compare to other possible spouses
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APPENDIX
INTERVIEW

B

transcript

why dont you start by telling me how you met
H well we were back in LA in the summer of 78 on a UCLA program a
UCLA seminar that is basically how we met through that group the group
had different seminars together usually on friday we would hear some

different government official speak or someone in the church maybe who
worked back in washington would come back and talk to us so we met each
other through that group
W and also all students were housed in the same apartment complex
111
1 we had one date while we were there but it was more of a friendship
type thing with part of the group and nothing really serious until later on
when we went back to BYU and ran into each other again that is how we
met
did you just run into each other or did you purposely meet
provo
1
provo
1
I
no
W
came back to
for the summer because I was living in
provo
1
my mother had moved up to
and I was living at home mike came up
1
a
for
weekend
that
recreational type weekend and I was in the administration
building with my sister she was looking for a summer job and we ran into
1
mike in the lobby I said oh mike it is good to see you what are you up
for and he says oh just this that and the other
was it a holiday weekend
1
1
I
I think it was just a weekend
so
H dont think
W well you know if youre not busy or doing anything we can throw
together a picnic lunch or something and go and have a picnic or something
1
so
you know I dont know what your schedule is but if youre not busy
you called and we ended up going on this picnic up spanish fork canyon no
hobble creek canyon so we went on this picnic up hobble creek canyon
and we were just really having a good time and enjoying it and everything
1
a
of
of
all
kind
mike
nervous
started
and
sudden
getting
and then
anxious I
just though well we have had a good time it is about time to head back and
everything and then we were in the car he is such an honest individual it
1
was like this guilt trip this cloud hanging over him then he said 1I hate to
1
a
tell you this ive had such good time today but I have to hurry and get back
1
because I have another date this evening it really came out to be that he
came up to be with this other girl on the weekend then he said but ive had

I
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such
afternoon would really like to take you to church
1
tomorrow I said that will be find thats no problem so we went to
1
church the next day and started corresponding quite regularly and I went up
natchee oregon then he came up for
wenatchee
later in the summer to his home in We
school and once the school year started we were dating quite seriously into
the school year then got engaged in october
1
1
I
H that summer before we went to california before had met her I had
1
1
I
dated a girl and was kind of interested in her so I wrote her a couple of
1
1
so
I
that was the purpose I went up to
times one or two cant remember
look her up again and see her that weekend my brother was working in
provo canyon at the time so 1I had a place to stay and it was kind of
town just happened to be driving up
hometown
convenient and someone from my home
1
1
I
that was so it all worked out went up and I had intended to look the other
girl up and see her a few times that weekend and like gertrude says we ran
1
into each other at the administrative building and I could see quickly that
1
so
I guess it was
things werent working out with the other girl and that
kind of a nice surprise to run into gertrude and feel like the weekend hadnt
been totally wasted
W but your question also mentioned like first impressions 1I remember my
1
of
first impression mike when we were in california UCLA seminar I was
1
from
the very beginning I thought he was a very capable person
impressed
1
1
1
so
I
I
a
or
that just emulated lot qualities that had always
guess that I was
probable more interested in him in california than you were in me 1I was
quite interested right from the beginning but then when we left washington
1
and there was not contact I didnt really expect to hear from him again or
anything so that was kind of a nice chance meeting
you were in provo going to school
yes
W
a good time this

1I

what were you doing
1
H for the summer besides the seminar I was working back home in
1
1
oregon
I
was going to go to school in the fall because I was already
southern
going to BYU also we you know after we got it going together strongly and
things finally resulted in getting married we decided in looking back that
provo
our classes were in
our paths would not have naturally crossed in
different departments and we were in different wards and lived on different
sides of campus and it was just if it hadnt been for the program in
washington unless some other circumstance had came up that we got
together
so how soon did it start getting serious after that
W quite serious october 17 was the day we were engaged but you asked
1
I
before
think
that
me three weekends
did you date anymore during the summer or was it just that one weekend
1
1
I
no
W
natchee for one weekend and then he
well like said I went to We
wenatchee
1
came up to school a week early in august but we like I said corresponded
we wrote a lot of letters
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remember when first saw gertrude

H back in washington
remember a
bunch of guys were like she said we lived in the same housing complex
there were about four or five of us in another apartment down the street a
1
ways in the same complex I remember they came over just to socialize one
1
1
we
I
had this I think it was a bunkbed
afternoon or evening remember her
in our front room they were pretty modestly furnished apartments a bed a
small table and a kitchen they crowded us five or six of us in one apartment
and there was a bunkbed in the front room and so that was something like a
1
1
I
couch remember her sitting there talking with the group and I observed her
1
1
a
I
and just thought well she seems like really nice person I thought she
1
could make a really good wife for someone I didnt have any selfish thoughts
1
1
I
about it like maybe could get connected with her or anything I just thought
she seems like a really nice person we did have one date while we were
there it was a double date one of my roommates or one of your roommates
or just another girl that was there one of my roommates not the one we went
double dating with but another one was real interested in gertrude and he
you
gertrude
know how guys and girls get
would talk about his interest in
1
together and talk about girls and he was always mentioning his interest and I
was so exasperated that he wouldnt do anything about it he would just talk
1
to
about it and say how he wanted and would never do it I would get so mad
you
1
some
so
the
know I
action you know
finally
that
wouldnt take
1
1
so
I
I just
thought she was nice dated several of the girls back there once
asked her out and we went out on a double date when we got back or when
1I went up that weekend in provo to see the other girl and that didnt work out
1
1
gertrude
canyon
I
I felt a very
and
and spent the afternoon up hobble creek
1
strong attachment then and allowed things to develop then I guess you
1
could say that is when I really got hooked and started pursuing the matter
why do you think there was this attachment or what ever you want to call it
or the attraction it sounds like you dated quite a few girls why did it click
why did it work
1
1
1
I
I
H well think one thing in my instance was looking I considered myself
1
LDS
of
one these diehard
boys I had something fixed in my mind from what
1I remembered or thought 1I remembered president kimball saying that you
should attend seminary then your next priority should be to go on a mission
then come back and your next priority is to find a wife an then after that
1
1
1
1
so
I
I
finish your education
kind of when got off my mission I said I need to
1
find a wife and I was pretty mentally actively involved in that process
every time 1I dated a girl it was before my mission 1I had dated just to have
1
1
1
I
I
fun and didnt really want to get too attached and knew that I had to go on
1
1
1
I
I
less
more
or
when dated I had come from a
my mission so just had fun
small high school where the syndrome kind of was if you dated a girl once
you were going steady because of that label people put on you that social
1
as
pressure prevented me from dating as much I wanted to as a junior and
1
1
I
I
label
want
that
school
because
just wanted to
in
just
senior high
didnt
1
1
I
to
have fun didnt want to be locked in some relationship when I got to
1
1
1
I
I
college had fun my freshmen year but when got back from my mission I
1
1
1
I
I
tried to do the same thing tried to go back to having fun like had before I
guess the process of having a companion on a mission and being a little older
1I

1I
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1I

and having learned matured found out wasnt satisfied just to do the fun
1
dates with different girls I was starting to settle into a seeking for a
companion pattern
then what moved it into this is really fun to when did you make the
decision that you wanted to marry each other did you think it happened
about the same time or did he catch you off guard
W he caught me off guard with my neighbor 1I went to a conference in late
1
a
for
week down in houston I was down there for part of the
september
1
1
I
school week and the weekend and when came back I remember thinking
1
you know I am enjoying dating mike and dating him and everything and he
invited me to his missionary reunion and that night he popped the question
1
1
1
I
I
and was totally surprised was totally surprised that is why I said it took
1
three weeks I wasnt quite ready to answer yes immediately so it took me by
1
1
I
always thought while I was dating him there was never any
surprise
question in my mind that he would be a good father and a good husband and
1
all of those kinds of things I was strongly physically attracted to him and that
was a big part too but it did take me by surprise when the question actually
came
when she didnt say yes immediately how did you feel
H that took me a little by surprise 1I guess you know because it had taken
so much courage to get to that point 1I figured it would just be a matter of
1
time I had a little bit of apprehension of what if she does decide not to but
1
even
she seemed
though she said not ye I kind of felt a strong wanting her
part but she just wanted to make sure
W well 1I certainly didnt want to sever the relationship even just thinking
1
1
I
to
to
see
take
if
more
time
that needed
that was what I wanted or not
had you been asked before
yes
W
a

1I

1I

so this was different
yea
1
W
was
different that time I had been dating a guy that time for
this
1
well not too much longer I guess about six months and when he asked me it
1
took me by surprise too but he was one where the relationship as far as I was
1
concerned I had a very very hard time communicating with him his
provo
1
family was also in my
ward up there and I saw a lot of things within
their family as far as communication that really bothered me that really
you
1
1
know this takes me by
really bothered me at the time I told him I said
1
I
me
lets
know
the
and
communication
that
just really dont
just
surprise
1
of
think that we are really quite on the same sheet music or whatever I
answered no to that one quite immediately
so you were engaged in october and married in
W

april

what date
to
see how long it would
answer
let
him
have
that
27th
should
the
have taken him
W

1I
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1
I know april 27 and september
no
H

10 1I

dont forget those two dates

thats her birthday
was there any time during your engagement period it was a fairly long

engagement by BYU standards any time where you thought of breaking off
your relationship
1
W there was one very rocky point I dont think 1I was ever he thought 1I
was at the point of breaking up
1
1
I
H there was one time when thought she was going to break it off and I got
1
1
I
very worried guess it was during christmas time I guess and there was just
1
1
I
a lot happening and guess I had been taking her for granted a bit because
1
we were engaged and I guess im kind of the merit badge type person once
you get one thing earned then that is out of the way and you move on to the
1
next I guess it was just a foregone conclusion that things were going to work
1
out and I had to learn that you have to always have the respect and that
appreciation there it is not the fairly tale thing where you go off and live
1
happily ever after just because you slew the dragon or whatever I had been
neglecting her a little bit and there were things going on my health wasnt
1
very good it never is during christmas I get so many things going and get so
1
1
one
I
night guess things had gotten too routine or I put her off
wound up
too many times or what and she got very emotional and laid the law to me
1
1
1
wow
I
I
so
me
and
back and was really concerned and I
started
it really took
1
though I remember going home an just feeling like feeling the feeling
1
if
that what I lost her and just that empty pity feeling im glad it didnt
happen that way
and how did you come out of it did you make some changes and were you
satisfied with what he did
yea
W
yea he immediately
1
H what did I do
1
W well it was like he said it was that week of finals and everything I
you
1
know I have just as many finals as he
remember thinking at the time
you
1
know I had mad
does im just as involved in all of these kinds of things
these concessions and rearranged my schedule so that we could do this that or
another and it seemed like just before we were ready he would call and cancel
it the one that really got to me was when he cancelled because he needed to
run his sisters roommate out to oh he had cancelled for us to do something
1
and when I got in touch with him what he had actually spent his time doing
was running his sisters roommate out to a party she lacked transportation
1
which was a very service minded type thing to do but I thought well but
yea he immediately
1
H I dont remember that
1
W of course you dont remember that I remember all the specifics but yea
he just immediately he just didnt do those kinds of things any more it was
1
I
to
never really seriously considered
a
him
of
it
out
matter
pointing
just
1
I
or
off
the
just thought it was something that
anything
engagement
breaking
needed to be brought to his attention then after that id have to admit that
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the rest of our engagement was pretty smooth sailing other than the headache
of the arrangements and your last semester at school and all that kind of thing
yea
a
we
week
she
later
was
H
got married
and
graduating
M
given the LDS moral code was the physical part difficult in that long of an
engagement had you kind of come to terms on that
W 1I dont think it was that difficult during the time 1I remember we did
not have any real affection before we were engaged and then we kissed
1
somewhat and everything afterwards but I dont think that was the whole
basis during our engagement
1
H I felt very attracted to her and just to be able to hold her had and put my
1
1
I
arm around her
had kind of made up my mind that I didnt want to get
1
a
too heavily involved in kissing girl until I was pretty sure that she was the
1
right one I had a girl friend in high school once and we had gotten involved
1
1
I
in kissing and we had found out how enjoyable it was and decided that I
couldnt get that closely attached to somebody if it is not somebody if it is
1
so
I just kind of mentally set the
not going to be a permanent arrangement
goal
yea
1I think that both of us had that strong 1I mean both of us had grown
W
up in the church in strong families and everything and there was a moral code
that we should live be and that was reserved for marriage and we really didnt
have much problem with that
looking back now do you think your courtship or engagement were too
short too long or just about right
W our courtship could have been longer the engagement was just about

right
yea
H
it could have been just a little longer perhaps to smooth more edges
M
1
1
I
out remember when I first asked her to marry me and she finally gave her
consent we tried to decide when and 1I was still in the pressures of school 1I
1
1
I
I
to
to
do
school
it
it
want
do
because
wanted
during
break
during
didnt
1
a
felt it was important to have time for honeymoon at least I had been taking
1
the child development family relations courses 360 I dont know if that is
still a number but marriage and courtship so anyway that was one of the
things that was brought out strongly that the honeymoon was an important
part and some people that would get married on the weekend and be back in
school the following monday and how so we decided it had to be done at a
break sometime we thought well christmas is kind of soon and the other
1
thing was that I had to go to summer camp the following summer for ROTC
1
so we thought maybe I out to wait until all of that is out of the way
W and my sister was on her mission and we wanted my sister back and if
we had waited until the end of the summer she would have been back from
her mission
1
1
I
a
of
long ways away and know that I called
H then that seemed like kind
1
my mom and I was really surprised when she said well why dont you do it
1
at christmas that was just not my mom and I was surprised to hear that
coming from her
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W but her comment was oh sometimes it is kind of hard to wait on these
1
kinds of things but I don think we ever really considered christmas

H we finally decided april
you
1
1
I
for
W
august I just knew he
finally decided april was still rooting
1
1
1
I
I
to
was going to ROTC camp and just knew was going be an early widow if I
got married the summer before he was sent off to the army we did we ended
1
up getting married in april I think we could have had a longer courtship
yea
A few more months would have been nice but once the decision was
H
made and we were working toward it im glad we didnt wait
what could the extra months have given you more time to see different
aspects of each other
W exactly 1I think we were fortunate in that 1I think that my family was living
right there so he saw me interact with all my brothers and sisters and my
1
1
I
mother and what not remember that I went home with mike at
1
thanksgiving time and thats the first time I really saw him interacting with
1
his family members I think you learn an awful lot about a person when you
see how they treat their brothers and sisters and their mother 1I remember
1
thinking that I learned more about mike in that weekend almost than before
1
and it all confirmed all of the positive feelings I had but at the same time it
could have been a very negative experience too here you are engaged and
1
1
so
I think it is just a
I
a
all of sudden saying dont even know this person
matter of learning more about them and really what kind of person you are
you
1
know what I think is important about seeing a person interact with
H
1
a
their family or those that they have spent good deal of their life with I think
it gives you a general idea of what they might start treating you like after you
you
become familiar to them after several years
cant fake it for too long
how did your parents feel about the marriage and about your fiance
H my family was all very well approving my dad had already passed
away so he wasnt there it was my mom and my brother and two sisters and
they had a bunch of cousins at BYU and las vegas and all of them that met
her just felt like the first time they met her she fit right into the family we
1
have a fairly close family I knew all of my cousins growing up and we did
things as a family every summer the family reunion type atmosphere and that
thing and so we all tended to look towards permanent relationships when we
got married with our mom and dad and uncles and aunts the thing to do
was to go to the temple and to be happy and to continue this happy we had
and just enlarge the circle everybody just felt like she fit right in
1
my
I had
my
fact
W
mother loved mike right from the start in
family
one other married sister and her husband had a love for ice cream just about
1
as much as mike does and I knew mike was accepted when shed go to the
BYU dairy and ask what flavor mike would like to have in the freezer but
my mom just really like mike right from the start and all my family members
did they thought this
how about friends were your friends all supportive or was there anybody
shes not right or hes not right
that tried to talk you out of it and say ashes
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no not in that case
1
1
1
I
I
H dont recall remember one of the friends that lived in the same place I
did we called it the log cabin it was a house that looked like a log cabin
1
I
gertrude
if
ever decided it
figured
outside he was very impressed with
he
W

wasnt the right thing he would probably step in but is was all in a friendly

sort of way
W my family all my brothers and sisters are close in age so we were all
students at BYU together so they teased us unmercifully and what not but
that was probably the hardest persecution that we had to endure
then that first part of marriage you were married in april and moved into an
1
apartment I guess
W well we moved into an apartment for about for weeks and he went off to
airborne school in georgia and then to washington and we were separated
1
for the summer and I moved back home
oh so you did go to the air force
yes
yes
1
1
1
I
I
still
H
did
dont know how that happened if I would have
1
1
I
known what was getting into before I went it might have changed my mind
W so we were basically separated
H it was tough it was really tough being married for four weeks then
1
leaving that was very difficult and probably one of the hardest goodbyes I
1
had ever said I guess the bitter and sweet thing it made it very enjoyable to
get back together again and something to look forward to
were there any real shocks or surprises about married life that first year or
whatever do you remember being very surprised or shocked about anything
in the married life
1
gosh
I cant think gosh it has been so long
W
1
is
H there always the discovery part of the sexual aspect but I dont know if
it was a big shock or surprise it was just a new part of life that you hadnt
1
a
of
been aware before it was more of discovery I wouldnt call it shock
1
we
W
were so similar about so many things I mean we thought the same
way about money pretty much so we didnt have any things about that
1
a
things went just as we had expected it really was very good year for us I
was working full time then because he had a year left to finish that was
1
different that was hard being because I was working full time and my
nights were free but he still had to study and everything but my family was
very close so we spent a lot of time with my family
yea
gretchen
or one of them would come down quite often
H
did
you
was that okay with you or did you ever fell a little jealous
1
1
I
H no was really happy that her family was there it was kid of I never
1
felt the ostracizing of the in laws or anything like that I was very much
1
gertrude
I
were
whenever
and
there
that
they
was
that
glad
and
accepted
needed to she could run over and that was nice to have that support
mechanism
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then you graduated the next april
yes
1
I
80
of
was commissioned
and
H
april
W

now that starts to get into our

H

thats where the shocks began guess probably not so much married
1I

life as the military
W As to finally being a family on our own
yea
H
being away form school and
W and family and everything that was familiar and dear to us
yea
we drove out here in fact this is where we started at fort bong in
H
the summer of 1980 we drove in here late at night caught the last fairy across
the james river and tried to find a motel that wasnt going to take all of the
money we had because we didnt know how long we were going to be there 1I
1
to
know
my first day in the army even though I
didnt know what expect you
you
know it is just like anything
had been briefed by the people in ROTC
else you do for the first time even though everyone has told you what to do
and what to expect and be careful about this
W 1I remember that feeling of we do not know anyone it was pretty lonely
1
and it was just you and I

was there a pregnancy soon or
1
no
W
well I guess that was just kind of a shock for the first year that 1I just
1
I
get
and
pregnant
just couldnt get pregnant it wasnt until later in
didnt

germany that we had infertility problems that had to be remedied before we
1
were able to have children during that whole first year I dont remember
now dwelling on it so much im sure we dwelled on it then we expected to
get pregnant right away and start our family but 1I didnt
you
know going to church and youre the only childless couple type
H
thing

at BYU trying to get pregnant

that is a very hard situation to be in
people ask questions and say things that are theyre not trying to be unkind
but they really are
then you were here at bong for how long
1
we
were here for about four or five months I was at the basic course
H
1
germany
I
so we did the basic course and went to
for
had
orders
then
germany for three years
where were you there
H we were in heidelberg very beautiful we enjoyed the time there as far
1
germany
and the members and the friends and the location I had
as being in
1
1
I
of
A
couple them I enjoyed and the one
three different jobs while was there
1
in the middle I didnt really particularly care for not so much the job but the
1
people I was working under and not really my immediate boss but the folks
we
of
difficult
enjoyed our time over there then
it
kind
made
him
up above
we came back here and weve been here about three and a half years now
W
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so you moved from bong to germany and then back to bong
H back to bong
will you be rotating again
W hopefully were ready for a change
H probably next spring is when they would be ready to move us out im
instructing here at the school now and they dont jerk instructors too fast
some they do though then the other thing is with all the budget cuts
theyve come out with a forty eight month policy of moving people unless it
is to their advantage or they have a good reason for doing it they arent as
quick to move people now
army
s
one
is
of
at
the
the
were
studying
thing
institute of research
that
what influence this new deal is having on people and some of it hasnt looked
so good because it cuts some people off who had already planned their move
and all of a sudden they are told they are staying that has been really tough
1
to
some
on
families according the research weve done I think eventually it

oh

sounds good on paper
W eventually it is but once youre in a mindset
mindret of three years and when
like you said all of a sudden you are learning that you are going to be here a
year longer than what you thought but 1I think most families it is
somewhat more advantageous with buying a home and with kids in school
and that kid of thing that the four year block seems better
1
1
I
six
of
have
normally
pieces pages with my interview questions on and I
1
just looked in my briefcase as I was getting out of the car and they werent in
1
1
1
I
I
if
if
so
will
see
there
can remember there is anything else I want to ask you
1
about during the early part I dont think so when you did have children
was that a turning point or kind of a transition point for you
W definitely it was five years of marriage before we had gary As 1I look
back on it we really enjoyed those five years it was very hard going through
those five years wondering whether or not you were ever going to be able to
have children but then having the question answer yes you are going to have
yet
children
looking back on it that five years was predictability of each
1
other I really knew what to expect of him and he knew what to expect of me
we had that time in germany away from our families were we really
1
so
I
a
a
as
he
as
cohesive
very
and
solidified
then
family unit
together
unit
when children came along it was just wonderful it was a nice addition by
the same token it had been that much longer that it had been just the two of us
and then having this third party in there the schedule it really took an bold
loop to the schedule it really did
H im glad we had the time together
1
so
W
you know thats my hard thing any more I know that the church
counsels to start the family right away and everything but it was so positive
1
for us I certainly wouldnt recommend five years but it was so positive for
us to have some time together to learn who each of us are and everything
because you change an awful lot during the pregnancy it causes a lot of
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stress on the relationship in some ways and just think that early on it would
have been more difficult
yea
1
I had to learn to deal with the hormonal emotional
H
the first few
1
1
I
times it really scared me because didnt know what was coming off I
1
1
I
thought well what did do wrong this time I still wonder that sometimes
1I

but
yea that is an issue and it it difficult for you too 1I know with my wife she
doesnt understand why it is happening so that makes it doubly difficult As
you look back over the eight years how would you say your marriage has
changed from what it started out to be to where you are now
W gosh 1I look back boy were a blase couple arent we
1
1
a
I
more
companionship well I know that when
H well think there is little
1I was a was first married id always been a very individual type person not a
1
1
I
a
like
to
to
lot
of time myself and I guess that
social buff by any means
have
1
was really hard and in some ways I still havent totally gotten over that the
idea that you have to plan things together and work things together and it is
not always a matter of heres all the stuff thats got to be done lets split it
down the middle you take that half and ill take that thats not the way it
you
know the jigsaw type of thing you
works its a coordinating working
1
put that piece ill put this piece and so forth I guess that was one of the things
1
1
1
I
I
feel
like am a little better at that when I think about
that has changed
1
1
1
I
I
a
something sometimes forget still but am little better about it I think
1
1
1
I
I
if
if
if
or
okay
do this
schedule this or I plan to do such and such how is
that going to effect what she is doing and the kids and so forth
yea
1
W
and I guess you know that in the beginning you are so established in
the roles of whos
chos going to take care of this and who is going to take care of
that eight years down the road you pretty much know he assumes this is
1
his responsibility to get this taken care of and these are the things I see as my
responsibility to make sure of taking care of them and we dont have to
coordinate them as finally as we did when we were first married the
arguments and disagree well not argue he doesnt like those words but the
1
disagreements you have take on a different tone I mean the flamboyant
emotional self pity hurt type of things you tend to get rid of those and you
you
realize we have
realize that you dont want to hurt this person anymore
had this disagreement and this is what we need to do to resolve it
if you had to choose two or three things that give your marriage or cause your
marriage to be a strong marriage what would you say those things were
1
H I would say one thing is having had time early in the marriage away from
family in other words away from her family my family us together where
1
1
I
we had to sink or swim together out in the world think that I can see some
advantages close by during the early years that first year in college it was
1
nice but I think like gertrude said earlier that is one thing that made us
we
were out there alone in the world
was
us
to
it
work
together
learn
1
W I think a good sexual relationship is an important thing because it seems
like whenever there have been harder times it seems like we have been
always able to enjoy that part of our relationship although other things they
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do cause a damper on it it seems like if ever we are going to get out of that
damper and things we can go back to our sexual relationship an build that
up again or whatever it the sexual part seems to smooth over a lot dont
you think
yea
H
W of course communication if you cant talk and feel like you can express
1
exactly what you are feeling I feel mike is a good listener what youre
feeling and also feeling that the other person in truly understanding
1
H sometimes that part hasnt always been easy though I know there are
1
1
I
times that either feel that there is something wrong but I dont know what
but she isnt always willing to talk about right away she has to wait until she
is ready to talk about it
W he is supposed to know he is supposed to be able to feel
1
H and sometimes I have to draw it out of her and that wasnt always
1
a
as
so
As
far
successful
the listening part I might hear what
thats part that
1
1
I
she says but dont know how successful I have been at actually trying to
1
all
resolve the situation
the time I know that she has trained me to do a few
1
1
I
things so have to take credit that I have made a couple of changes in my wife
since running into her probably not all the ones she would like to have
implemented by now
now 1I would like you to end up this couple part of the interview by telling
my students if you were sitting in front of my classroom of students who
were getting married and they said what piece of advice would you give
us what would you say
H about marriage in general or making decision or
what do they need to know to be successful in their marriage
1
1
I
H would think number one make sure it is the right decision when I way
1
the right decision I mean make sure you feel good about who you are getting
1
married to and that you are honest with yourself I think that too many
people in the world are not honest with themselves they do things for other
reasons because other people want it or because they feel pressured or
1
whatever if they are honest with themselves and they say that I really feel
1
right about this person that theyre the person I should marry and we will be
1
able to get along that is number one I good decision and of course prayer
and a lot of other things go into that then number 2 during the relationship
communication frequently and in little bits dont well im going to save this
all up and then after two weeks boom if something starts to build andor
you feel like something is getting on your nerves lets sit and talk about it
so
it
of
communicating frequently and then again
letting
build
instead
openly and being honest with yourself and with the other person
W 1I think the important thing to is just making the initial decision the right
person finding out talk about everything you can under the sun
everything dont assume because of being a member of the church that you
feel the same way about things that you really value the same things dont
make any assumptions talk and talk and talk and test each other and throw
out questions and cover every possible aspect of philosophy or management
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finances or how you just feel about everything then dont always assume
that the thing that you think might be insignificant in the relationship initially
will be insignificant later on sometimes those things are the very things that
1
irritate you the very most I always though mike was always a little tardy
1
1
I
am very keen on punctuality and I thought
and punctuality was always
well thats really not any big of a deal but it has been kind of a place of
you
1
a
of
to
we
have had work at it lot
know I need to relax
contention us and
a little more and he certainly has speed up a lot so sometimes the things that
you think are very insignificant sometimes can be significant and just dont
1
overlook those kinds of things then I think that similar backgrounds are
very important where they have come from what they have done where they
1
expect to go in life I think you have some really some common basis in all
1
1
I
of that and then like said I think the decision is the most important thing
and then after that realizing that you are not home free that each and
everyday you need to work at it and that you need to keep as much spark in
your relationship as when you were dating
1
I
of
is
one
the
that
should have asked earlier but what you
questions
this
said sparked my memory did you at some point feel that you had a spiritual
confirmation that mike was the right one
yes
W
very much so there were a couple of days that we fasted together
and then lots of time during your thought and prayer and those kind of things
and then finally at the conclusions of one fast we knelt down together we felt
yes
1
1
I
to
was
we
the
that it
think
both did and I think that mike
right thing do
received
ved his spiritual confirmation before he ever asked me
recel
has that been a source of strength for you do you think

yea
1I think so one of the very significant things occurred was in my
W
stake president temple recommend interview it was president conker and
he gave some very wise counsel he talked about how with the temple and
the eternity marriage it is a three way commitment and that he said that
even if things could be wrong in the beginning because you had made that
commitment with the lord if you two are willing to work at it it can be made
1
right I thought you know that is a very strong promise from that temple
1
recommend interview on I never did question or doubt it resolved every
1
1
I
little bit of doubt had in my mind I still remember that that was a very
1
special recommend interview im sure he doesnt remember it but I sure do
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